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Abstract 
In this article, we investigate the electrical problem of 
random resistor network to study percolation problem. We study 
multifractality of current distribution in percolation models of 
Sierpinski Gasket and Sierpinski Honeycomb through cut-bond 
approach. We find these models exhibit tractable variants of the de 
Arcangelis hierarchical lattice to find the complete mapping between 
multifractal spectra for percolation backbone. We also use cut-bond 
approach to find the multifractality of conductance jumps in a 
hierarchical percolation model. An asymptotically analytic 
expression for the minimum conductance jump 
Agmin= exp [-c (logL)] 
is obtained and left-sided multifractality is confirmed from finite 
size multifractal analysis. The two-component resistor network is 
also investigated through studies on deterministic percolation 
model. The crossover behavior of the minimum current is found to 
scale anomalously with h: 
I m i n « exp [-c (In h)2] H( hL^ ). 
The exponential prefactor is quite similar to but in a completely 
different context from the behavior of left-sided multifractality. 
On the other hand, we conclude that all multifractal moments of the 
current distribution scale with a single crossover exponent 
0=(s+t)/v. Analytic solutions of the current distribution in the 
JL 
percolation models are also given in the region hL « 1. The 
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distribution is found to be approximated by a Gaussian with the mean 
varying with size as (log L)2 and the variance as (log L)3. As a 
result, both the most probable current and the minimum current scale 
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with L as exp [ -constant (log L) ]. The current distribution in 
the two-component square network is also investigated to validiate 
the analytic results found in percolation models. We also study the 
current distribution in a Sierpinski honeycomb network with an 
exponentially wide distribution of bond conductances. The 
multifractal spectrum for square network is generalized to the 
fractal lattice with wide distribution of conductances. On the 
other hand, a novel method based on rescaled histograms is proposed 
to analyse the statistical dependence of current, power and 
conductance. The method is demonstrated on a wide distributed 
exactly solvable diamond model. It is found that previous claim of 




It is now widely known that fractal objects [1] play an 
important role in disordered system such as chaotic dynamical 
systems [2], configurations of Ising spins at critical points [3], 
the region of high vorticity in fully developed turbulence [4] and 
diffusion limited aggregrates (DLA) [5]. Percolation clusters or 
backbones were f.ound to be statistically self-similar [1] 
characterized by the fractal dimension [7] and the correlation 
length exponent. Immediately it was recognised [8-11] that these 
two exponents were not sufficient to characterize all the physical 
processes in the percolation clusters but an infinite hlerarcy of 
exponents [12-14] is needed, coined as multlfractal [15]. Much 
interest in multifractals has also been sparked out in many fields 
as turbulence , DLA , localization, dynamical systems and the 
electrical properties of the resistor network [16-19]. Various 
formalisms have been developed to describe the statistical 
properties of the multifractal measures in terms of their 
generalized dimensions D(q) [2] and their singularity spectrum f(a) 
[ 2 0 , 2 1 ] . 
In this article, we confine here to the context of electrical 
problem of random resistor network to study percolation problem. It 
should be mentioned that the disordered resistor network [22] 
exhibits the usual critical percolation aspects: divergence of mean 
cluster size, percolation threshold, and formation of infinite 
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cluster [231. In addition, the random resistor networks were 
widely used to study a variety of physical phenomena in disordered 
media. For instance, some transport properties of amorphous 
materials [24] and some spin-wave properties of disordered 
ferromagnets [25] can be mapped into a resistor network problem. 
What is a random resistor network (RRN)? A random resistor network 
consists of conducting bonds cr" joining the sites i, j of a regular 
lattice. Each <r is considered to be a random variable distributed 
according to some given probability distribution P(<r). In 
percolation problem, one may assign a nonzero probability 1-p for a 
link having zero conductance. The simplest distribution is a binary 
distribution with a fraction p of equal conductance. Given a p, the 
conducting links of the dilute resistor network seperated by links 
of zero conductance correspond to clusters. The mean size of these 
clusters diverges as p approaches p , the percolation threshold. For 
P > P c , there is a nonzero probability for a conducting link -
belongs to the infinite cluster. Suppose a current is injected into 
the lattice, the conducing bonds that carry current form the 
percolation backbone, which is embedded in the infinite cluster with 
removal of dangling ends. 
Independent findings [16-19] show that the moments of current 
distribution in the random resistor network at percolation threshold 
scale with an infinite set of exponents exhibiting multifractality. 
Many nontrivial models [26-28] are introduced to model the backbone 
of the infinite cluster to reproduce the set of exponents. There 
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are reasons to find fractal models for percolation backbone. First, 
the models as constructed are exactly solvable to take over the 
randomness using Monte Carlo method [31]in real percolating network. 
However usually we choose a model by comparing its characteristic 
exponents with that of the percolation backbone. Second, the 
assumption that the coherence length diverges, to infinity at p 
implies it should not matter what a length scale one is 
investigating the system, the system should look similar. The 
self-similarity of the fractal model makes the real space 
renormalization group method [29-30] applicable. 
In fact, the electrical problem in RRN sheds new light on the 
critical phenomena and percolation through the introduction of mixed 
good and poor conductors network [32-35] as an extension of 
conductors and insulators mixture. The noisy insulators (poor 
conductors) may sometimes analogy to an applied magnetic field in 
I sing model [36-37] in the way they introduce deviation from 
critical phenomena. New homogeneous scaling function and scaling 
exponents are proposed to study the scaling behavior near and away 
from critical region. One of the questions arises as: Do we need 
another set of infinite number of crossover exponents to describe 
the current distribution with respect to the new scaling variable h 
(the conductance ratio of poor to good conductors)? It turns out to 
be a problem of a single correlation length or an infinity of 
correlation lengths in multifractals [38]. Studies [38-40] found 
that for all positive multifractal moments of current in the 
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mixtures, there is a single crossover exponent associated with the 
conductance ratio h in two-dimensional random resistor network. 
However the scaling of negative multifractal moments have not been 
addressed since they are not accessible from noise measurements [41] 
in previous findings. In addition, some literature [42] showed that 
the negative moments of the current do not obey power law scaling 
with size in critical region (i.e. h=0), analogs were also found in 
the minimum probability of diffusion limited aggregation [43-46]. 
So another questions concerning the crossover behavior arise: How do 
the negative moments of current scale with h or scale with size L 
Should one use an alternative analysis for the current distribution 
in the random resistor network as multifractal scaling fails for 
negative moments? To study these problems, the percolation model 
that constructed to model the percolation backbone can be further 
extended to a two-component RRN [47]. The crossover behavior from 
fractal (h=0) to homogeneous region (h=l) can thus be treated 
exactly and compared to real system. 
Usually a real.network especially like a continuum system may 
contain a distribution of conductances instead of one or 
two-component mixtures. If the distribution is narrow, one can 
treat the random network as a homogeneous effective medium [22]. On 
the other hand, when the distribution of conductances is wide [48], 
it is believed that scale invariance makes the strong disorder limit 
amenable to analysis [49]. It was found that the transport critical 
exponent can be nonuniversal [50-52] for percolating networks with a 
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distribution of bond strengths. The problem of how the 
multifractality of current distribution will be modified by a wide 
distribution is also under interest. Recently Roux [53] has found a 
generalized multifractal spectrum for power dissipation on treating 
the disorder and the size on an equal footing in two-dimensional 
network with an exponentially wide distribution. Can the problem be 
considered as a crossover behavior between the competing effects of 
the size of the network and the width of disorder so that new 
homogeneous relations and crossover exponent can be found? Besides, 
there is a question concerning the statistical correlation between 
the conductance and the local current. If they are independent 
variables, one should examine the multifractal of power dissipation 
as it is then correlated to the conductance as a broad distribution. 
Otherwise we have to examine the current spectrum. 
The present article only concentrates on some of the problems 
selected. Many of the interesting topics such as scale invariant 
disordered systems, breakdown phenomena in dielectric or fuse 
network, the critical exponent of distribution that leads 
conductivity exponent become nonuniversal, etc. are still unsolved 
thoroughly. 
1.2 Outline of the article 
This article presents our work on the electrical problem in 
multifractal analysis of percolation backbone in random resistor 
network and fractal lattice. A general background of most of the 
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work has been given in Section 1.1. In this section, I am going to 
give brief abstract for each piece of work and state our results. 
Section 2 encloses nine papers published or unpublished, related or 
not related. Henceforth, I would like to divide them into five 
chapters in Section 2 for the reason of relevance. Finally, we end 
with a conclusion. 
1.2.1 Multifractal Scaling in Fractal Lattice 
1. Multifractal Scaling in a Sierpinski Gasket 
Fractals in the form of lattices, consisting of bonds 
connecting the sites, have been considered as valuable model systems 
for studying dynamical phenomena. The Sierpinski gasket (SG) is a 
highly ramified fractal, which has often been used as a model of the 
percolation backbone of a RRN [1,54]. In this paper, we consider 
the problem of conductance jumps [55] in the Sierpinski gasket (SG), 
resulting from cutting current-carrying bonds in the network. The 
iterative nature of the SG allows renormalization methods based on 
Delta-Wye (V-Y) [56]-transformation to be used to extract scaling 
properties. We obtain the multifractal spectrum of conductance 
jumps. Through Tellegan's theorem, the conductance jump spectrum 
can be completely mapped to a current distribution spectrum. The 
f(a) spectrum of the SG is compared with that of the percolation 
backbone of a RRN. We find good fit of data for large a (i.e. small 
AG part of the spectrum) while deviations occur at the small a part. 
On the other hand, we also compare the f-oc spectrum of the 
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hierarchical lattice (HL) with that of the backbone. On the 
contrary to the SG’ we find excellent fit for the large jump part 
but deviations at small jump. The reason for this is that the SG 
has plenty of loops that carry small current while the HL has equal 
weights for the links and loops. The renormalization method is also 
applied to the family of gaskets which are the generalization of the 
SG proposed by Hilfer and Blumen [57]. 
2. Hierarchy of Critical Exponents on a Sierpinski Honeycomb 
The Sierpinski honeycomb (SH) being a variant fractal of the 
SG, its iterative structure allows one to use renormalization group 
(RG) method to extract the scaling properties. We find a simple 
algorithm to write down the complete set of currents by inspection. 
We also find the multifractal spectrum for the resistance jump by 
short-circuiting the current-carrying bonds of the lattice. The 
spectrum is found to fit very well with that of the percolation 
backbone of a random resistor network at the percolation threshold. 
1.2.2 Anomalous multifractality of percolation model 
Anomalous multifractality of conductance jumps in a hierarchical 
percolation model 
It has been mentioned that there is breakdown of 
multifractality in the negative moments in random resistor network 
at percolation and thus named left-sided multifractality [58]. 
These are anomalous measures originally discovered in diffusion 
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limited aggregations (DLA). The paper will adopt the hierarchical 
percolation model proposed by Nagatani [59] to model the electrical 
properties of the percolation backbone of a random resistor network. 
We use an exact renormalization group method to obtain the minimum 
conductance jump and derive an asymptotically analytic expression 
for it to be Agmin^ exp [-c (logL)2] which decreases with size 
faster than any power law. It implies the failure of multifractal 
scaling of negative moments which is dominated by the minimum 
conductance jump. Numerical calculations are performed to validate 
the analytic results. We also follow Lee and Stanley [60] to 
calculate the finite-size f(a) spectrum exhibiting the behavior of 
left-sided multifractality. 
1.2.3 Anomalous Crossover Behaviors in two-component RRN 
1. Anomalous Crossover Behaviors in the Two-component Deterministic 
Percolation Model 
The deterministic percolation model (DPM) is an extension of 
the fractal lattice which was originally proposed by Kirkpatrick 
[7,26] to model the percolation backbone. We follow Clerc [47] et 
al to extend the construction to a two-component RRN. We 
investigate the current distribution in the two-component 
deterministic percolation model (DPM) in which the ratio h of poor 
to good conductance is regarded as a small parameter and focus on 
how the moments scale within fractal (h=0) and homogeneous (h=l) 
regions. Exact analytic calculation confirm that all the current 
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and the impedance scale with a single crossover exponent <f> = 
(s+t)/y. However, it is quite surprising to find that the minimum 
current I scales anomalously with h: 
I m i n « exp [ c (In h)2] H( hL^ ) 
where L is the size of the network, H a function describing the 
crossover behavior and <j> the crossover exponent. The exponential 
prefactor is quite similar to the behavior of left-sided 
multifractality in diffusion-limited aggregations or to the minimum 
conductance we found in hierarchical percolation model which scale 
with the size L of the aggregate exponentially as exp [-c (logL)2]. 
2. Minimum Current in the Two-Component Random Resistor Network 
Inspired by the result we find in the previous paper, we 
perform numerical simulation to find the minimum current scaling in 
the two-component random resistor network. We determine the minimum 
current via a cut-bond simulation approach as we have used 
previously. The same anomalous scaling result is reproduced in the 
real two-dimensional RRN. Moreover, we want to check if the same 
prefactor would come out in other percolation models. The diamond 
lattice, which is a deterministic fractal lattice where 
Migdal-Kadanoff transformation [61] is exact, and the de-Arcangells 
hierarchical lattice have been investigated. We find that such 
anomalous crossover behavior is valid not only in two-dimensional 
lattice but also in others. 
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1.2.4 Current Distribution in the Two-Component RRN 
1. Current Distribution in the Two-Component Hierarchical 
Percolation Model 
In view of the breakdown of multifractality in negative moments 
range, we adopt an alternative analysis for the current distribution 
in the two-component random resistor network. In this paper, we 
investigate the sealing of the total current distribution instead of 
its subsets. We obtain the recursion relations of the current 
distribution of the two-component diamond lattice in the limit h 
1. The current distribution is well approximated by a Gaussian with 
the mean varying with size as (log L)2 while the variance as (log 
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U • To verify the analytic results, we perform numerical 
simulation in the two-component percolating square network via a 
cut-bond approach. We find the mean of the complete set of currents 
for different sizes and fixed small value of h. It confirms the 
scaling of the mean found analytically. We also plot the histogram, 
of current distribution and it finds to be a two-peak structure with 
the,large a part behaves like a Gaussian. 
2. Current Distribution in the Two-Component Deterministic 
Percolation Model 
In the light of above result, we also perform similar 
calculation to its dual lattice, i.e. the deterministic percolation 
lattice. Similar results are obtained. 
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1 %1 . 5 Multifractality in Wide Distribution Model 
1. Fractal networks with a wide distribution of conductivitIgs 
Having computed the multifractal spectrum and the Infinite 
hierarchy of critical exponents In the Sierpinski Honeycomb In our 
previous work, we want to examine the effect of the wide 
distribution i.e. g = ex where x is a random variable uniformly 
distributed in the interval [0,W] and W the width of disorder on the 
multifractal spectrum. Roux [62] has found generalized multifractal 
spectrum in wide distributed two-dimensional square network. We 
want to see if their result would be modified If the underlying 
lattice is not translational invariant but fractal. We also examine 
the correlation of conductance and current In the bonds and find 
that they are statistical independent. This behavior is In contrast 
to the result of Roux found In two-dimensional square lattice. 
In addition, we treat the problem as a crossover behavior 
between the competing effects of the size L and the width W. The 
crossover exponent is found numerically to be a constant for 
negative moments and Increases for positive moments. 
2. Power dissipation in an exactly solvable wide distribution model 
Since the necessary Ingredient in the analysis by Houx Is the 
statistical independence of the distribution of current and 
conductance In the diamond lattice, In this paper we however show 
that in fact they are dependent. We construct an exactly solvable 
model in the diamond lattice and obtain from the exact recursion 
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relations the conductance, the current and the power. We also 
demonstrate a novel method based on rescaled histograms to analysis 
the current distribution in a RRN which can show their dependence 
more precisely. The moment scaling is also examined in the light of 
the method of rescaled histogram. 
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2. Multifractal Analysis of Percolation Backbone and 
Fractal Lattice 
2.1 Multifractal Scaling in Fractal Lattice 
2.1.1 Multifractal Scaling in a 
Sierpinski Gasket 
2.1.2 Hierarchy of Critical Exponents on a 
Sierpinski Honeycomb 
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Multifractal Scaling in a Sierpinski Gasket 
P.Y. Tong and K.W. Yu 
Department of Physics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shacin, 
New Territories, Hong Kong 
Abstract 
We have calculated the distribution of conductance jumps AG in a 
Sierpinski gasket (SG). Using an exact renorraalization scheme, the 
conductance jumps are obtained up to the 9th generation. We find that 
the distribution of AG is multlfractal, We also compare che SG spectrum 
with that of the percolation backbone of a random resistor network at the 
percolation threshold, excellent agreement between the two spectra is 
found. 
Keywords: Multlfractal Scaling, Percolation Cluster, Random Resistor 
Network 
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Recently complicated geometrical objects known as mulcifractals attracted 
great interest in connection with a wide variety of physical processes 
[1]. Examples are found in complex clusters from growth processes, 
infinite per-colation clusters embedded in a random resistor network 
(RRN) and. trajectories of chaotic systems known as strange attractors 
[2]. It is now recognized that it is necessary to define a continuous 
spectrum of critical exponents to characterize multifractals. It has 
been found that electrical properties of RRNs should be characterized by 
an infinite set of exponents [3,4 . In this paper, we consider the 
problem of conductance jumps in the Sierpinski gasket (SG) resulting 
from cutting current-carrying bonds in the network. Due to the iterative 
nature of the SG, renormalizatiori methods based on Deltfa-Wye (V-Y) 
transformation [ 5 ] can be used to extract scaling properties arid the 
results will be compared with those of the percolation backbone of the 
RRN. 
Fractals in the form of lattices, consisting of bonds connecting the 
sites, have been considered as valuable model- systems for studying 
dynamical phenomena. Dynamical processes are govered by the fractal and 
spectral dimension which are to be varied in different fractal models. 
The Sierpinski gasket (SG) is a highly ramified fractal, which has often 
been used as a model of the percolation backbone of a RRN [6] . It is 
remarkable to note that the SG has rigorous self-similarity in nodes and 
bonds type of construction. However one can also construct on the SG a 
Hilbert curve that forms the medulla oblongata of the gasket [7] which is 
found to be self-affine. In other words, the connectivity of the SG is 
only asymptotically self-similar. The details will not be discussed here. 
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I . 
Starting from an elementary triangle, we put together three triangles Co 
form a larger triangle at the first generation, which is then served as a 
building block of the second generation. The construction is repeated ad 
infinitum. Due to the iterative nature of the construction, one can use 
renormalization group method to obtain the conductance jumps of higher 
generations. For convenience of calculations, we label the vertices of 
the gasket by 1, 2 and 3. The conductance of the elementary triangle is 
labeled by a a ^ arid a^. The conductance of each bond, is unity. If the 
bottom bond is removed, the resulting unit has cr. - 0, and cr - - 1. 
1 2 3 
We always cut the bottom bond a^ so that the SG has three-fold rotational 
symmetry (i.e. invariant under cyclic permutations of vertices 1, 2 and 
3). It also .possesses reflection symmetry (i.e. invariant under 
interchanging vertices 2 and 3). We measure AG across the three possible 
directions (1 to 2, 2 to 3 and 3 to 1). 
At the zeroth generation, if the bottom bond is removed, we obtain G^ _ 
1 and = G » 1/2. For the first generation, the defect unit (with 
Z j 
removal of the bottom bond) can be placed in three possible positions , 
and one can measure AG across three possible directions, resulting in 
nine possible values of AG. However, at this and the higher generations, 
direct evaluation of AG becomes tedious. We therefore propose a 
renormalization scheme. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the triangle (•) with 
conductances a^ and a^ is transformed into a tree (Y) with 
conductances g2 and g3. In order that the two units give the same 
effective conductance across the three possible directions, a^ and gi are 
related by the following V-Y transformation [5]: 
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. = ^3 ^ 1 1 + + ^ 1 ) , 
g2 ^  ^ 3 ^11 + 4 1 + ^ 1) , (1) _ 
g3 a 2 (c^1 + a'2l + ^. 1). 
One can verify the validity of Eq. (1) by considering the conductance of 
the perfect unit in which all bond are filled. Here ” 2 = = 1 and 
one finds gx = g2 - g3 = 3. For the defect unit a = 0, and a = a =. 1, 
1 2. 3 f 
one finds co and g2 =• g3 - 1. The renormalization scheme is 
illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , in which we place the defect unit at position 1 
and the perfect unit at the other positions. The inner hexagon is 
reduced to an inner triangle by series combination of conductances, Sj®^ 
= § ^ § 2 / + a n d t h e resulting triangle is further transformed into a 
Y tree. n this way, the complex object is renormalized into an 
elementary unit. 
Based on the renormalization scheme, the conductance of the perfect unit" 
is reduced to 0 = 3/5. This is in accord of the result a L - ^ with 
= >log(3/5)/log2 « 0.7369 [Ref. 6] . In order for easy book keeping 
of the conductance jump- values, the resulting conductance is scaled up by 
a factor of 5/3 so that cr^  always equal unity at any higher generations. 
The results for the zeroth, first and second, generation are listed in 
Table I. Results of AG up to the 9th generation can only be obtained by 
numerical calculations. The values of AG of each generation are stored 
in a file for the input data of the next generation. The lateral size L 
k . 
of the gasket increases as L ~ 2 with the generation k so that the size 
doubles each time when we go to the next generation. The size of the 
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 t h e
 lateral size L - 2 »512 and the total number of AG is N - 3 1 0 
-59,049, which is already a huge number. This makes numerical 
calculations extremely difficult beyond the 9th generation. 
We also find the minimum and maximum conductance jump values at each 
generation. It is found that AG . and AG scale with the size of the 
min max 
gasket 
AG . ~ l/ a m a X ’ (2a) 
m m ' . 
-a . 
and AG L m l n . (2b) 
max ' 
As shown in Fig. 2, we plot log2( G) against k and linear relationship is 
obtained. On the same figure, the configurations for the minimum and 
maximum AG at the second generation are also shown. The exponents can be 
extracted from the slope of the plot and we find a. . =» 1.474 and a » 
m m max 
4.644 respectively. ~ 
Analytic expressions for the exponents a . arxd a can be obtained J r r
 m m max 
using perturbation method with the renormalization scheme. Consider a 
defect unit at the kth generation with a^ ^  a^ ^ \ and »» x being a 
small quantity, upon V-Y transformations, one finds g^(k) = 3(l+a^), 
g2(k) - 3(l+a2) and g3(k) - 3(l+a3), with - (x_1 - 1)/3 and - a3 -
-2(1 - x)/3. For minimum AG, we place the defect unit at position 1 and 
measure the conductance across vertices 1 to 3. Using the 
renormalization scheme, one finds g^k+l) = 3(1+ g^(k+l) » 3(1+1^) 
and g3(k+1) - 3(l+b3), with b1 - (3/5)+ (l/15)a2 and b2 - b3 -
(1/15 )a0. It is therefore found that AG. (k+1) « (1/25) AG (k), or -
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-log(l/25)/log(2) « 4.644. Similarly, one finds the maximum conductance 
jump AG(k+l) - (3/5)2AG(k) or - -2 log(3/5)/log(2) - 1.474. These 
exponents are closely related to the distribution of conductance jumps as 
we shall see in the following. 
There are two ways to characterize multif ractality. The first way is to 
study moments of the distribution of conductance jumps: 
Mq = J [AG.(L)]q (3) 
i 
where q is the moment order, i being the label of the AG values. These 
moments scale with the size L of the SG as 
m ~
 L y ( q ) • (4) 
q 
A multifractal distribution will be such that y(n) is not an affirie 
function of q (i.e. absence of constant-gap scaling). 
In Fig. 3, we plot log^ M against k => ‘log^L) for -2 < q < 3 and we find 
linear relationship for 4 < k < 9. This confirms the rapid convergence 
to the scaling of Eq.. (4) . The slope y(q=0) • for q = 0 is simply the 
fractal dimension of SG, we find d^ » 1.585. 
Ail alternative way to describe mult if ractality is to consider the 
histogram of the conductance jumps. The histogram when plotted in a 
log-log scale is invariant under the change of L up to a simple rescaling 
of both axes . That is , 
log2N(AG) / k = f (5) 
is a unique function of 
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log2(AG) / k - -a (6) 
at large k, where N(AG) d log2(AG) is the distribution of conductance 
jumps. Note that it is important to record histogram in logarithmic bins 
in order to show multif ractality [4]. 
The relation between the moment description and the histogram description 
has been established by Halsey et al. [9] 
a(q) - -dy(q)/dq ., (7) 
and 
. ' ' • • • . . . . • . . - • 
f(«(q)> = y(q) + qa(q) . (8) 
These relations lead to the following procedure for computing the f-a 
spectrum. First, we compute H^ using Eq“3) for different values of L. 
Then y(q) is extracted from the log-log plot of M against L using 
Eq.(4), which is valid for sufficiently large L. Secondly, we calculate 
a(q) from Eq. (7) by numerically differentiating y(q) with respect to q. 
Lastly, we use Eq. (8) and the results for y(q) and a(q) to obtain f(q). 
In Fig. 4, we plot the f-a spectrum using Eq, (7) and (8). Note that 




therefore zero, i.e. , f(a . ) = 0 with a . » 1.474. As a bond is 
- m m m m 
removed from the gasket, a change in conductance is observed. The zeroth 
moment (q-0) will be the mass of the SG. From Eq. (8) , f(a(q-0)) = y(q=*0) 
- d « 1.585 and at this point df/da - q = 0. The maximum of the f-a 
f 
spectrum is thus located at the fractal dimension of the SG. 
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Although the f(a) spectrum can be determined exactly for gaskets of 
relatively small sizes only, one can use Monte Carlo sampling method to 
construct the histogram of AG for gaskets of larger sizes. As the total 
number of bonds of the gasket increases rapidly with the generation, one 
can sample uniformly possible configurations for the defect unit. We 
obtain values of AG and record them as histogram at the same time. The 
size of the datafile is much reduced. We have to generate a large niainber 
of configurations for good statistics. 
Since the histogram of the jumps plotted in log-log scale should be an 
invariant under the change of size up to a simple rescaling of both axes, 
the histogram can be compared to the f(a) spectrum obtained from the 
moment method. In Fig.4, we plotted the histogram for the 12th stage for 
a sample of size 40,000, in excellent agreement with the moment 
description. It fits especially well the maximum part of the spectrum 
while deviations occur at both ends, limited by the precision of the 
sampling method. -
It is quite instructive to compare the f-a spectrum of the SG with that 
of the percolation backbone of a RRN. In Fig. 5, we plot the histogram 
of AG for a RRN of size 30, obtained in Roux eC al. [10] . We also plot 
along the f-a spectrum of the SG. We find that good fit of data occurs 
for large a. (i.e. small AG part of the spectrum) while deviations occur 
at the small a part. The reason may probably be due to the fact that the 
SG lacks in one-dimensional links while it has plenty of loops. 
Although it is commonly believed that the percolation backbone is not 
quasi-one dimensional [6], it also contains quasi one - dimens ional links 
,- . . . . — . — —— - - - ••• —--- •• — . — - •————-—- . 
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that carry large currents. In Fig.5, we therefore plot the f-a spectrum 
of the hierarchical lattice (HL) proposed by de Arcangelis et al [4] . On 
the contrary to the Sierpinski gasket, we find excellent fit for the 
large jump part while deviations occur at small jumps (large a) . It is 
because the HL has equal weights for the links and loops. It would 
certainly be of interest to exhibit a tractable variant of the SG to find 
the complete mapping between spectra for percolation. We should emphasize 
that there is no breakdown of multifractal behavior [11] in the gasket. 
Here we should mention that the distribution of conductance jump is 
related to that of the resistance jump as well as the current 
dis ribution [10] ‘ It is to be expected that cutting bonds carrying 
large currents in the gasket will result in large conductance jump or 
resistance jump. As a consequence, we found that'these spectra are 
related to one another. 
Let us first consider., the spectra of AG and AR [3] . For small AG, AG/G 
« 1, AR G/G2 . As G - L't/U, AGq ~ Ly and ARq L z ( q ) • Thus . 
z(q) = y(q) + 2t/i/ , a R = aQ - 2t/i/ and fR(aR) = W . Since there 
does not exist in the gasket any one-dimensional link chat if cut will 
make AG or AR infinite, their spectra will have the same broadness. We 
find that the conductance jump and the resistance jump spectra are, 
exactly equal except for a shift of a value 2t/i/ ~ 1.474 of the aG-axis. 
We next consider the spectra of the resistance and the current 
distribution. As he condition « R^ holds for large positive aR , 
we- can use the Tellegen's theorem [8] which tells us that AR^ = 
r\ 
SR (I /1 ) , where I AR_ are the respectively the external current and 
X 1 Xj L Li 
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resistance jump of the entire gasket, being the current and 
resistance jump relevant to the mesh size of the gasket. If we fix the 
external current for certain oc ^ 2 . if L X ( q ) , then 
z(q) - x(2q), aR(q) - 2a (2q) , and fR(aR(q)) - ^(^(2¾)). Our spectra 
of resistance jump lies in the region of positive a , as a result, the 
entire current spectrum can simply be obtained from the resistance jump 
spectrum by rescaling the cx^-axis by a factor of two. We shall present 
an independent study of the current distribution elsewhere ' [12]. 
In fact, our renormalization method, is also applicable to the family of 
gaskets which are the generalization of the Sierpinski gasket proposed by 
Hilfer and Blumen [13], Each member of the fractal family can be 
characterized by a length parameter b, where b is an integer that runs 
from 2 to infinity. We call each member a bSG so that the b=2 version or 
the 2SG is the Sierpinski gasket that we have examined and b=« is a wedge 
of the triangular lattice. The method of generating a bSG is as follows: 
- the first generation of a bSG fractal is a triangular wedge of side 
length b filled with b layers of elementary triangles (zeroth 
generation) . One obtains the (n+l)th generation by multiplying the nch 
generation by a factor b in length and then filling all upward pointing 
triangles with the n-th generation. The process is iterated ^d infinitum 
to obtain, the bSG. The fractal dimension d^ depends ori b as 
df - log [b(b+l)/2]/log b 
and crosses over to a value of 2 for a triangular wedge with an 
asymptotic form 
d - 2 - log 2/log b • 
, ... ’ .. . . • — • • —- •—―― - —• "*— •— • "“ 
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Although the evaluation of conductance becomes complicated as b 
increases, we find that through simple V-Y transformation a bSG can 
always be reduced to a 2SG. 
Consider a bSG in its first generation. First all the upward pointing 
triangles in layers are transformed into the downward pointing trees, the 
gasket becomes an interconnected honeycomb lattice. Then the perimeter 
bonds of the honeycomb are connected in series, while the upward pointing 
trees in the interior are transformed into downward pointing triangles. 
A (b-l)SG in its first generation is obtained with the addition of three 
dangling bonds at the vertices. In this way, the gasket is reduced to 
the next lower order and eventually to the 2SG which can then be 
transformed into an elementary unit of the zeroth generation. The 
renormalization method is therefore applicable to any bSG through this 
lowering trans formation. It should be mentioned that the (b-l)SG 
obtained from the bSG exhibits different scaling behaviors for bonds at 
the perimeter and for those in the interior. 
We did some numerical work to deal with the transformation. We find that 
as b increases, th'fe fractal dimension increases while the conductivity 
exponent: decreases. It is interesting to find that the gasket crosses 
over to possess translational invariance as b goes to infinity. In this 
limit, the bSG is fond to possess simple self-similarity (in contrast to 
multifractality) with Euclidean dimension d=2. The f Q ^ G ) spectrum, 
shrinks to a single point with aQ = fG = 2 in two dimensions. In fact, 
another nontrival extension to the SG is the family of Pascal-Sierpinski 
gaskets (PSG) generated in a Pascal triangle [14]. .Only those prime 
number PSG are self-similar and fractal-like so"that renormalization 
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methods are applicable. Further extension to the PSG is the generalized 
Pascal-Sierpinski gaskets (GPSG) [15]. It was shown that all such gaskets 
are self-affine fractals except the one (K = 2) that is the ordinary PSG 
be self-similar. 
In conclusion, we have calculated the distribution of conductance jumps 
AG in a Sierpinski gasket. Using an exact renormalization scheme based 
on the V-Y transformation, the conductance jumps are obGained exactly 
up to the 9th generation. We find that the distribution of AG is 
multifractal. We also compare the SG spectrum with that of the 
percolation backbone of a RRN at the percolation threshold, excellent 
agreement between the two spectra is found. 
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TABLE I 
Rescaled conductance jumps for Sierpinski gasket, stage 0 - 2 
Stage AG- G2 LQ^ 
0 1 1/2 1/2 
1 1/9 1/34 1/34 
5/8 1/24 8/17 
5/8 8/17 1/24 
2 1/129 1/514 1/514 
5/104 1/504 8/257 
5/104 8/257 1/504 -
1/18 1/109 “ 4 9 / 4 6 6 
49/121 1/354 169/466 
1/4 49/436 8/207 
1/18 49/466 1/109 
1/4 8/207 49/436 
49/121 169/466 1/354 
n /• 
3 1 
Figure and Table Captions • 
Table I. Rescaled conductance jump for the Sierpinski gasket, stage 0-2. 
Figure 1. (a) V-Y transformation for the defect unit, 
(b) Exact renormalization scheme. 
Figure 2. Log-log plot of maximum and minimum conductance jumps as a 
function of the lattice size. The slopes are -a . and -a c
 m m max 
respectively. 
. • , • » 
• . ‘ • . . . • • • 
Figure 3. Log-log plot of the moments of the conductance jump 
distribution as a function of the lattice size L. The slopes 
of the asymptotic straight lines are the exponents y(q), 
-2 < q < 3, showing non constant gap scaling behavior. 
Figure 4. f(a) spectrum for the Sierpinski gasket. 
Solid line : numerical results from the moment method. 
(+) histogram of the 12th stage, from a Monte Carlo sample of 
40,000 configurations . 
Figure 5. Comparison of f(a) spectra of various lattices. 
Solid line : Sierpinski gasket 
Dashed line : hierarchical lattice (Ref. 4). 
(+) percolation backbone of random resistor network (Ref. 10). 
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Hierarchy of Critical Exponents on a Sierpinski Honeycomb 
Pak-Yee Tong and Kiri-Wah Yu 
Department of Physics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, New 
Territories , Hong Kong 
Abstract 
By solving exactly the electrical conductivity problem in a Sierpinski 
honeycomb lattice, we find a simple algorithm which enables us to obtain 
the complete set of currents by inspection. The moments of the current 
distribution and the associated multifractal spectrum are obtained. We 
also compute the multifractal spectrum for the resistance jump, resulting 
from short-circuiting the current-carrying bonds of the lattice. We find 
that the two spectra are related as predicted by the Tellegen's theorem. 
We compare the resistance jump spectrum with that of the percolation 
backbone of a random resistor network at the percolation threshold, 
excellent agreement between the two spectra is found. 
Keywords: Multifractal Scaling, Spectrum of Singularities, 
Renormalization Group Method 
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Introduction 
The Sierpinski honeycomb (SH) is a variant fractal of the Sierpinski 
gasket, being originally introduced as a model of the percolation 
backbone of a random resistor network (RRN) [1]. Starting from an 
elementary unit in the shape of a tripod, we put together three units to 
form a larger unit at the first generation (see Fig. 1) , which is then 
served as a building block of the second generation. The construction is 
repeated ad infinitum. Due to the iterative nature of the construction, 
one can use renormalization group (RG) method to obtain well known 
scaling properties [1-3] as well as other quantities not yet being sorted 
out at any arbitrary generation. The results will be compared with those 
of the percolation backbone of the RRN obtained by Roux et al [6]. 
1. Current Distribution 
For convenience of calculations, we label the vertices of the honeycomb 
by 1, 2 and 3. As shown in Fig. 1, the currents I-, , and are 
assigned to the three bonds of the elementary unit, all bonds having unit 
resistance. The currents always flow towards the same node so that the 
sum of currents vanishes. If we go to the next generation, the currents 
become I., with i, j = 1, 2, 3. One can readily find the following RG 
transformation for currents : 
I = I 
ii i , 
I.. - - i (I. - I,) , if i ^  j , 
ij 3 L J 
I-. I., if i 
Ji ij 
The above transformation satisfies the condition that the sum of currents 
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for any given node vanishes, i.e. J I.. » 0. With this transformation 
j 1J 
w e
 are able to obtain the complete set of currents by inspection. Let I 
1 
= 0 ’ =» 1 and ^ = -1, the distribution of currents in the .bonds of the 
honeycomb is displayed in Fig-. 1 for the 9th generation. In the figure, 
A A 
we plot f =log1QN(I) against = l o § 1 0 T^® distribution consists 
of a quasi continuous region as well as spikes at high and low values of 
the current. 
Without loss of generality, let =1, =-(1 + x) and = -x. We 
want to calculate the qth moment of the current distribution : 
M (k) = I |r|q , (2) 
r 
where k is the generation and is related to the size of SH by k « log^ L 
and r = (i^i^, . i^) being an array of indices. Using Eq. (1), one finds 
that 
M (1)= 1 + (l+x)q + xq , 
q 
and M (2} = M (1) + 2(3"q) [ (2+x)q + (l+2x)q + (l-x)q]. 
q q . -
( q ) 
According to multifractal analysis (discussed below) , M (k) ~ 2 or 
r(q) = (-1/k) log2Mq , which is related to the fractal scaling exponent 
[1]. When q - 0, one finds MQ(1) = 3 and M (2) = 9. Thus r(0) = log2 3 
ss 1.585 being the fractal dimension of the honeycomb [1]. The case q » 2 
measures the power dissipation in the honeycomb, one finds M2(l) = 2(1 + 
x + x2) and M2(2) = (10/3)(1 + x + x2) so that r(2) = log2(5/3) « 0.737 
being the exponent related to the scaling of conductivity [1,3] . The 4th 
moment of the current distribution is related to the flicker 1/f noise 
[3] . For q = 4, one finds =2(1 + 2x + 3x2 2x3 + x ) and H“(2)= 
40 
2> 3 4 
(22/9) (1 + 2x + 3x + 2x + x ) so that r(4) = log (11/9) = 0.29. We 
should emphasize that the present method can only handle the case q = 0, 
2 and 4. For other values of q, this method does not work [4] and 
numerical analysis is needed for the complete spectrum of singularities. 
2. Resistance Jump Distribution 
The resistance of the elementary unit is labeled by R-, R and R^. If 
bond 1 is short-circuited, the resulting unit has ^ = - 0 , and R^ ^  R^ ^ 
1. We always short-circuit one bond to zero resistance so that the 
resistance jump AR is equal to the full resistance of the bond being 
short-circuited. Due to the three-fold symmetry (i.e. invariant under 
cyclic permutations of vertices 1, 2 and 3) and the plane symmetry (i.e. 
invariant under interchanging vertices 2 and 3) , we are able to obtain 
the complete set of resistance jump at any generation. Details of the 
evaluation of AR will be presented elsewhere [ 5 ]. 
The distribution of resistance jumps in the bonds of the honeycomb is 
also displayed in Fig. 2 for the 9th generation. In the figure, we plot 
A A 
f R = log1QN(AR) against -ctR = log1QAR . Note that we have reduced the 
a -axis by a factor of two in order to demonstrate the remarkable data 
R. 
collapse, the origin of which will be discussed below, with the current 
distribution. Again, the distribution consists of a quasicontiriuous 
region as well as spikes at high and low values of the resistance jump. 
We also find the minimum and maximum resistance jump values at each 




AR . ~ L m a X , (3a) 
m m ‘ 7 
-a . 
and AR ~ L m l n .. (3b) 
max ' 
The exponents can be extracted from the data and we find a . « 0 and 
m m 
a ~ 3.2 respectively, 
max J 
3. Multifractal Scaling 
To examine the multifractal behavior of the distribution of resistance 
jumps, we can study moments of the distribution: 
M = I [AR1(L)]q ’ 4) 
i 
where q is the moment order, i being the label of the AR values, 
Following finite size scaling, we define the intensive scaling variable 
r(q) = - log / log L . (5) 
That the variable r(q) is not an affine function of q (i.e. absence of. 
constant gap scaling) shows the multifractal behavior of the system. 
An alternative way to describe multifractality is to obtain the 
histogram of the resistance jumps, as we have done in the previous 
section. The histogram when plotted in a log-log scale is invariant 
under the change of L up to a simple rescaling of both axes. That is, 
A 
log2N(AR) / log2L = f 
is a unique function of 
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A 
log2( R) / log2L - -a (7) 
at large L', where N( R) d log (AR) is the distribution of resistance 
jumps. Note that it is important to record histogram in logarithmic bins 
in order to show multifractality [6] . The same can be done for the 
current distribution. 
The relation between the moment description and the histogram description 
has been established by Halsey et al [7] 
cc(q) - dr(q)/dq , (8) 
and 
f(q) - qa(q) - r(q) . (9) 
These relations lead to the following procedure for computing the f-a 
spectrum. First, using Eq.(4)» we-compute M^ for different values of L. 
Then r(q) is extracted from the log-log plot of M^ against L using 
Eq.(5) , which is valid for sufficiently large L. Secondly, we calculate 
a(q) from Eq. (8) by numerically differentiating r (q) with respect to q. 
Lastly, we use Eq. (9) and the results for r(q) and a(q) to obtain f(q). 
In Fig. 3, we plot the f-a spectrum for resistance jump using Eq. (8) and 
(9). Note that there are no singly connected bonds, the fractal 
dimension for a . is therefore zero, i.e., f(am. ) 0 with a = 0. 
miri HLi.il miri 
As a bond is short-circuited in the honeycomb, a change in resistance is 
observed. The zeroth moment (q=0) will be the mass of the SH. From 
Eq.(9), f(a(q=0)) = -r(q=0) = df ~ 1.585 and at this point df/da = q = 0. 
The maximum of the f-a spectrum is the fractal dimension of the SH. 
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It is quite instructive to compare the f-a spectrum of the SH with that 
of the percolation backbone of a RRN. In Fig. 3, we plot the histogram 
of AR for a RRN of size 30’ obtained in Roux. et 3.1 [6] . We find that 
good fit of data occurs for large a (i.e. small AR part of the spectrum) 
while deviations occur at the small a part. The reason may probably be 
due to the fact that the SH lacks in one dimensional links while it has 
plenty of loops . 
Although it is commonly believed that the percolation backbone is not 
quasi one dimensional [1] , it certainly contains singly connected bonds 
that carry large currents. In Fig. 3, we therefore plot the f-a spectrum 
of the hierarchical lattice (HL) proposed by de Arcangelis et al [8] . On 
the contrary, we find excellent fit for the large jump part while 
deviations occur at small jumps (large a). It is because the HL has 
equal weights for the links and loops. It would certainly be of interest 
to exhibit a tractable variant of the SH to find the complete mapping 
between spectra for percolation. 
4. Tellegen's Theorem 
Here we should mention that the distribution of resistance jump is 
related to the current distribution [6] . Short-circuiting bonds carrying 
large currents in the honeycomb will result in large resistance jump. As 
a consequence, we found that these two spectra are related to one 
another. 
Let us consider the spectra of the resistance jump arid the current 
distribution. As the condition 5 ^ « holds for large positive a R , 
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we can use the Tellegari's theorem [3] which tells us that R » 
i-f 
2 
(1^./1^) , where 1^, AR^ are respectively the external current and 
resistance jump of the entire honeycomb, , being the current and 
resistance jump relevant to the mesh size of the honeycomb. If we fix the 
external current I , for certain 5R, , AR^ a I J . If X ~ L then 
r(q) - a(2q) , aR(q) - 2ct (2q) , and fR(aR(q)) - f (a (2q)). Our spectra 
of resistance jump lies in the region of positive aR, as a result, the 
entire current spectrum can simply be obtained from the resistance jump 
spectrum by rescaling the a -axis by a factor of two. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have solved exactly the electrical conductivity problem 
in a Sierpinski honeycomb lattice. We find a simple algorithm which 
enables us to obtain the complete set of currents by inspection. The 
moments of the current distribution and the associated multifractal 
spectrum are obtained. We also compute the multifractal spectrum for the 
resistance jump, resulting from short-circuiting the current carrying 
bonds of the lattice. We find that the, two spectra are related as 
predicted by the Tellegen's theorem. We compare the resistance jump 
spectrum with that of the percolation backbone of a random resistor 
network at the percolation threshold, excellent agreement between the two 
spectra is found. 
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Figure and Table Captions 
Figure 1. Renormalization group transformation for currents in- a 
Sierpinski honeycomb'. 
Figure 2. Rescaled. current histogram (+) arid the resistance jump 
histogram (A) for the 9th generation of honeycomb. Note the 
remarkable data collapse. The Tellegen's theorem prediction is 
verified. 
Figure 3. Comparison of f(a) spectra of various lattices. 
Solid line : Sierpinski honeycomb 
Dashed line : hierarchical lattice (Ref. 8). 
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2.2 Anomalous Multifractality in Percolation Model 
2.2.1 Anomalous Multifractality of Conductance 
Jumps in a Hierarchical Percolation Wodei 
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Abstract 
We have investigated the multifractal scaling of conductance jumps in a 
hierarchical percolation lattice, resulting from cutting the current 
carrying bonds in the lattice.‘ Due" to the iterative nature of the model, 
exact renormalisation group (RG) equations are obtained and used to 
extract the minimum conductance jump of the lattice. We find an 
asymptotically analytic expression for the minimum conductance jump, 
2 
Ag m i n ~ exp [-c (logL)], 
decreasing faster than any power law. We observed slow convergence to 
the asymptotic behaviour due to the importance of the irrelevant terms in 
the RG equations at low generations of the lattice. - Numerical 
calculations are performed in order to validiate the analytic results and 
to calculate the f-a spectrum to confirm left-sided multifractality as 
proposed by Lee and Stanley. 
Short title : Anomalous multifractality of conductance jump 
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Network 
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Introduction 
Recently there has been an increased interest in the critical behaviour of 
random resistor networks. In particular, attention has been paid to the 
breakdown of multifractality in a range of negative moments [1]. Such 
anomalous multifractal measure was originally found in studies of 
diffusion limited aggregations (DLA) by Schwarzer et al [2] . At the 
bottom fjord in DLA structures, it is found that the minimum growth 
probability decays exponentially with size L; the free energy r(q) is | 
singular at q - 0 and fails to be defined for all q < 0. These are 
anomalous measures that Lee and Stanley [3] originally discovered and 
Mandelbrot et al [4] named left-sided multifractality. It is surprising 
to find exact renormalizability or self similarity will result in failure 
of scaling of the partition function. 
Very recently Nagatani [5] extended a hierarchical percolation model 
originally proposed by de Arcangelis et al [6] to model the electrical 
- , I 
I 
properties of the percolation backbone of a random resistor network. The 
lattice contains rare clusters which take into account the faster 
decreasing minimum current fraction than a power law. The anomalous 
multifractal measure of the current distribution was studied analytically 
[5] . In this paper we adopt the b =» 3 version df the hierarchical model 
(as shown in Fig. 1) and calculate numerically conductance jump (or 
resistance jump) distribution, resulting from cutting the 
current -carrying bonds of the lattice [7] . We obtain the multifractal 
spectrum for conductance jump. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we describe the 
construct ion of the hierarchical lattice. In Section 2, we use an exact 
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renormalisation group method to obtain the minimum conductance jump and 
derive an asymptotically analytic expression for it. We show that the 
result can be understood with the Tellegen's theorem. In Section 3, we 
describe a simple algorithm which allows us to find the complete set of 
values of conductance jump at any arbitrary generation. Section 4 deals 
with two important ways to characterize multifractality. The method of 
L e e
 and Stanley [3] will be used to study the finite size multifractal 
spectrum in this anomalous case. In Section 5, the relationship between 
the current distribution and the conductance jump distribution will be 
established through the Tellegen's theorem. We finally present some 
concluding remarks . 
1. Hierarchical Percolation Model 
The hierarchical lattice is generated by replacing each bond by 
corresponding generator iteratively. Starting from the initiator [Fig. 
1(a)], the solid bond is replaced by the regular cluster [Fig. 1(b)], 
while the wavy bond is replaced by the rare cluster [Fig. 1(c) ] to obtain 
the first generation. The lateral size is therefore increased by a 
factor of three. The second generation is obtained from the first 
generation by replacing each bond with each generator. The process is 
repeated ad infiniturn to obtain the deterministic model. 
The fractal dimension of the hierarchical lattice can be determined as 
follows. Let C , G and F denote respectively the number of bonds in 
n n ri 
the initiator, the regular and the rare clusters at the nth generation. 
By construction, each time when we go from the kth generation to che next 
generation, we increase the lattice size by a factor of 3 while we 




k + 1 = 6Gk with k > 0 and GQ = 1. 
XI We find G^ = 6 . From Fig. 1(c), 
F
k + 1 = 5Fk + 3Gk with k > 0 and FQ = GQ = 1. 
We obtain F = 3(6n) - 2(5n) and lim F /G - 3. From Fig. 1(a), 
n n n & / » 
n-^o 
Ck+1 = 5Gk + Fk w i t h k ^ 1 and ¢^ = 6 . 
We obtain G - 6 n + 2(6n_1 - 511-1) and lim C /G » 4/3. One thus finds 
n n n 
ri-><» 
that d^ « lim log3 (Cn+1/Gn) - lim log3 ( G n + 1/ G n) = log6/log3 « 1.63. We 
can also determine the cut bond dimension d =• log2/log3 ~ 0.63 and the 
c 
conductivity exponent t/i/ « (logll-log4)/log3 0.92 (see below) , These 
values are close to the known percolation values ^ =1 1.62, d =« 0.75, 
0.97 [Ref 8]. 
2. Minimum Conductance Jump 
Due to the iterative nature of the lattice, one can find exact 
renormalisation group (RG) equations for the regular and the rare 
clusters. Fig. 1(d) shows the renormalisation for the regular cluster. 
Let g and f be the conductances for the regular and rare bonds at the kth 
generation. We find the transformed values g' and f' at the (k+l)st 
generation, 
1 1 4 
g' - o § ® tS + (9 S © g)l = — — g 1) 
11 
where © g2 - g1g2/(g1 + g2) denotes the series combination of two 
conductances gx and g2. One thus finds that z/u = log3 (11/4) = 0.92 in 
good agreement with the known result for percolation. Also, Fig. 1(e) 
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shows the renormalisation of the rare cluster. We have 
f' - i f © [g + (i g © f)]. 
Let x = f/g and x' - f‘/g', we find 
1 4 ( 4. I + 2x , 
x ^ U x + " ~ — • (2a) 
1 3x , 
11 
As 11 -> x' 0, we obtain x' x. With x n - 1, we find 
16 U 
-r 11 Nil 
xn - — • (2b) 
^ 16 r 
In Fig. 2, we show the conductance g for the regular cluster and the 
conductance f for the rare cluster as a function of L on a log-log plot. 
One can see that the rare conductance f decreases faster than the regular 
conductance g as the size of the lattice increases (both exhibit power 
law decay) . On the same figure, we also plot the ratio x =» f/g as a 
function of L. The figure confirms the asymptotic relation Eq. 2(b). 
However, the convergence to asymptotic behaviour is quite slow due to the 
irrelevant term which prevails in Eq. 2(a), 
In order to calculate the minimum conductance jump Ag m i n which occurs 
upon cutting the rare bond inside the plaquette, let d = zg be the 
conductance of the defect rare bond, then 
d' « i f © [g + (2 g ® d)], 
g' ‘ r, 1 + 2z 6
 4 [ 4 (3) 
or — = -rr - + • } 
d' ( 1 + 3z J 
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Let us take the logarithm of Eq.(3), differentiate it with respect to z 
and let z =» x 0, then 
Ag'/g'
 x x fAg) 
• =» -- xAz =• — x — , 
z-x f'/g' 1 gJ 
i e fAgmin] 1 fA
 in) , 
g k g ^k-1 
Iterating the relation n times with the use of Eq. (2b) , one finds 
m l n
 = i ( ¾ (1±)
 rli>> [ 
v
 g Jn w ^ g ^0 
Taking the logarithm, one arrives at ! 
log3 — ^ = - 2n log3(2) + n Z log3 ( + log3 — ^ . (5) 
G J N L J G ) 0 
2 
Thus the asymptotic behaviour of gm. is dominated by the n term, or 
2 
Ag m i n ~ exp [-c (logL) ] . (6) 
In Fig. 3, we present a plot for the logarithm of minimum conductance 
jump against several possible forms of F(k) , for 1 < k < 7, where k 
loe;„ L. First we want to check if g . follows a power law. The first 
form is F(k) = k. We obtain a curve bending downwards towards large k 
indicating that Ag . decreases faster than a power law. We then cry the 
2 16 
asymptotic form of Eq (5) : F(k) = 2k log3(2) + k log3 (^-) . The small 
k region does not fit very well, indicating that the convergence to the 
asymptotic behaviour is indeed slow. Alternatively, we try the form F(k) 
=0.1 (k+5)2 . Her ft an excellent fit is found. It: is probably due to the 
presence of irrelevant terms that leads to power law corrections to the 
asymptotic behaviour. Thus we find that the minumum conductance jump does 
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not scale linearly with L but instead follows the asymptotic behaviour of 
Eq. (6). 
We may understand this behaviour with the Tellegen's theorem [9] . For a 
certain external( current, by Tellegen' s Theorem, 
where I AR 
8LTC& respectively the extema.1 current and resistance jump of 
the entire lattice, I m i n arid SR being the current and resistance jump 
relevant to the innermost plaquette of the lattice. If we fix the 
2 2 
external current « 1 and for 5R « 1 we find that g . « 2 I . . 
U °mm ° m m 
. c 2 
Using the minimum cyrreiit ^ « exp [ - ^  (logL) ] from Ref. 5, we 
recover the desired result Eq. (6). 
3. The Complete Set of Conductance Jump Values 
In order to extract the multifractal spectrum of conductance jumps (Ag) 
and to confirm the above asymptotic results for Ag . , here we would like 
. miri 
to find all possible values of g by cutting the current carrying bonds, 
in the lattice, one at a time. The evaluation of all possible Ag values 
is not straight forward and we give a brief description in the following. 
Due to the iterative nature of the lattice, we may accomplish this 
recursively. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the regular cluster does not contain 
any rare bonds in it and its reriormaXisation can be performed 
independently. Starting with the first generation, each bond has a unit 
conductance. When a bond is to be removed from the cluster, there are 
three distinct places that it can be done : the series position with 
two-fold multiplicity, the short parallel position with only one case and 
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..,.,.:..:.: . , . . .. .. • 
., , . . .. • - -
the long parallel position with three-fold multiplicity. The conductance 
of the defect cluster (with one single bond being removed) can be 
evaluated for each of the three distinct cases. For convenient book 
keeping, we record the conductance value d. together with the 
multiplicity m in a data file and Y m. =« G, =» 6 give a check of the 1
 ( i • 1 ° 
correctness . 
For the second generation, we take the regular cluster but with each bond 
filled with conductance g- • We take the defect bond from the first 
. * 
generation to form the defect cluster and evaluate the conductance for 
each of the three.distinct cases. Again we obtain the multiplicity 
together with the conductance value ^ = G^ give a check of the 
correctness of the calculations. We have evaluated the conductance of 
the regular cluster up to the 7th generation. 
For the rare cluster as shown in Fig. 1(c) , it contains both regular 
bonds and rare bonds. Starting with the first generation, it contains 
four rare bonds in series and one rare bond in parallel inside the 
plaquette there are also three regular bonds, one at the short parallel 
position and the other two at the long parallel position. We record the 
conductance value as well as Che multiplicity. Again J ra^ = F^ =• 8. For 
the second generation, we use the defect bonds for the regular cluster as 
well as for the rare clusters from the first generation and repeat 
similar calculations. We check X ^ - F2 « 58. We have calculated the 
conductance of the rare cluster up to the 7th generation. 
We then combine both the regular bonds and the rare bonds to form our 
hierarchical lattice. The conductance and the multiplicity associated 
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with it are evaluated and recorded. This gives us a complete list of 
conductance jump values for our further analysis. With a close 
examination to the g data, we find that the maximum jumps occur on 
cutting the outmost series bonds, where g is equal to the full 
max i 
conductance at that generation while g • occurs well inside the 
m m 
plaquette. The jump values spread out a wide range over several orders 
of magnitude. 
Multifractal Spectrum of Conductance Jump 
There are several ways to characterize multifractality. The most precise 
way is to study moments of the distribution of conductance jumps 
I \ [Ag.(L)]q , (7) 
i 
where q is the moment order, i being the label of the AG values. For q > 
0 and sufficiently large L, these moments scale with the size L as 
K ~ L " r ( q ) . (8) 
q 
A multifractal distribution will be such that r (q) is not an affine 
function of q (i.e. absence of constant gap scaling). 
The large conductance jump of the regular cluster gives dominant 
contributions to the moment for q > 0. The fixed support of a . =- log^ 
“
1
 *•+ m m j 
( g ) is as expected to be d « 0.63. On the other hand, for q < 0, 
max c . 
the minimum conductance jump g . dominates the negative moments of 
Eq.(7). Therefore according to the exponential asymptotic behaviour of 
Eq. (6) , the negative moments cannot scale. 
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In Fig. 4(a), we plot lo§3 Mq against k = log^L) for 0 < q < 5 and we 
find linear relationship for k > 2. This confirms the rapid convergence 
to the scaling of Eq. (8) though not being characterized by a .single gap 
exponent. r(q) is given by the negative of the slope of these plots. 
The slope -r(q=0) for q 0 is simply the fractal dimension of the 
hierarchical lattice, we find cL « 1.63. In Fig. 4(b), we plot log M 
q 
against k - log3(L) for -5 < q < 0. In addition’ Fig. 5 shows r(q) as a 
function of q. We see that there is again remarkably rapid convergence 
as a function of L for q > 0. On the other hand, for q < 0, there 
appears to be no convergence at all and r (q) is therefore not defined for 
q < 0, in constrast to the well-defined r(q) for the q > 0 case. 
Here we follow Lee and Stanley [3] to calculate the finite-size f(a) 
spectrum to exhibit the behaviour of left-sided mult: if ractality. Let us 
define a parameter e associated with the conductance jump values. 
€ = ^log(Ag.(L))/Log (L) . (9) 
In analogy with thermodynamics, we define a partition function 
M (L) = X D(€,L) L"q€ , (10) 
q
 6 
where D(£ ,L) is the density of states function, identical to the 
multiplicity associated with the conductance jump value. As we study 
finite size behaviour we define the free energy r(q) in the limit of 
infinite size 
r(q),= lim r(q,L) , 
where r(q,L) - -log M (L)/log L • With the Legendre transformation of 
q • s ‘ 61 
r(q,L)’ we obtain the finite size f(a). spectrum 
f(q,L) • qa(q,L) - r(q,L) , (12) 
where a(q,L) » 6r(q,L)/3q is the variable conjugate to q. In Fig. 6’ we 
plot the finite-size f(a) spectrum of conductance jump. The right hand 
side that corresponds to small conductance jump does not scale or 
converge. It exhibits similar behaviour as the multifractal spectrum of 
DIA, namely that the right-hand side does not scale, or a ' increases 
max 
with L and hence the partition function does not scale as a power law and 
that f(a) is a straight line with slope q at the large a region. 
5. Relationship between Current Distribution and Conductance Jump 
Distribution 
Here we should mention that the distribution of conductance jump is 
related to that of the resistance jump as well as the current 
distribution [7]. Cutting bonds carrying large currents in the lattice 
will result in large conductance jump or resistance jump. As a 
consequenc—e, we found that these spectra are related to one another. 
Let us first consider the spectra of Ag and AR. For small Ag, Ag/g « 1, 
AR - Ag/g2 • Suppose g ~ L"t/l/, I ASq ~ L_r(q), and I AR^ 
Thus p(q) - r(q) - 2qt/i/ , a R - ag - 2t/V and fR(aR) - fg(ag). We find 
that the conductance jump and the resistance jump spectra are equal 
except for a shift of a value 2t/i/ « 1.84 of the a -axis. However, we 
O 
find that the hierarchical lattice contains plenty of one-dimensional 
• 2 , 
links, which would violate the approximation AR - Ag/g , as the 
condition Ag « g not longer holds. Therefore the q > 0 part of the 
spectraare not simply related to a simple shift of the or-axis. Since 
.• ... . ..—., .., - — • — - ‘ • - •  • • • •• • 
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cutting one-dimensional links makes AR infinite, the f (a ) spectrum will 
R R 
be truncated. 
We next consider the spectra of the resistance and. the current 
distribution. As the condition 5R « R holds for large positive a , 
’ R 
o 
we can use the Tellegen's theorem [9] A ^ - ( ;^/ ) ’ where I AIL 
are respectively the external current and resistance jump of the entire 
lattice, 1^, being the current and resistance jump relevant to the 
mesh size of the lattice. If we fix the external current I , for certain 
JLi 
5 R r A ^ cc 1 ^ . If I ~ L'a(q), then p(q) - a(2q) , aR(q) » 2 
and f (a (q)) fT(a (2q)) . Since f (a ) is defined only for q < 0, the 
K K. • R R 
f 0 spectrum for q < 0 can be obtained by rescaling the a^-axis by a 
factor of two. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have investigated the multifractal scaling of 
conductance jumps in a hierarchical percolation lattice, resulting from 
cutting the current-carrying bonds in the lattice. Due to the iterative 
nature of the lattice, exact renormalisation group equations are obtained 
and used to extract the minimum conductance jump of the lattice. We find 
an asymptotic analytic expression for the minimum conductance jump, 
2 
g . exp [-c (logL) J , 
mill 
decreasing faster than any power law. We observed slow convergence to 
the asymptotic behaviour due to importance of the irrelevant terms in the 
RG equation® it low -generations of the lattice. Numerical calculations 
are performed in order to validiate the analytic results and to calculate 
the f-cc spectrum to confirm the left-sided multifractality proposed by 
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Lee and Stanley et al [3]. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. The construction of the hierarchical lattice: (a) initiator, 
• j . 
(b) regular cluster and (c) rare cluster. The renormalisation 
process: (d) regular cluster — regular bond, and (e) rare 
cluster -> rare bond. 
Figure 2. Log-log plot of rare/regular conductance ratio. 
Figure 3. Plot of logarithm of minimum conductance jump against lateral 
size. Several forms of F(k), with k =» log, L is proposed (see 
text). 
Figure 4. (a) Log-log plot of positive moments against L showing scaling 
behaviour (though noil-constant gap) . (b) Same as (a), negative 
moments against L showing no scaling behaviour. 
Figure 5. Finite-size r(q) behaviour, 1 < k < 6, showing no convergence 
to scaling for q < 0. 
Figure 6. Finite-size f(a) behaviour, 1 < k < 7 showing left-sided 
multifractality. 
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2. 3 Anomalous Crossover Behavior in Two-Component 
Random Resistor Network 
2.3.1 Anomalous Crossover Behaviors in the Two-
Component Deterministic Percdlation Model 
2.3.2 Minimum Current in the Two-Component Random 
Resistor Network 
A- • 
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Anomalous Crossover Behaviors in the Two-Component Deterministic 
Percolation Model 
P.Y. Tong and K.W. Yu 
Department of Physics, Chinese University, Shatin, New Territorities, 
Hong Kong 
Abstract 
We have investigated the current distribution in the two-component 
deterministic percolation model in which the the ratio h of poor to good 
conductance is regarded as a small parameter. It is found that the 
minimum current I , (h) scales anomalously with h: 
m m “ 
I|iiiii( ) t a 
exp -constant (In h) H(hL ) , 
W 1 ) 1 J 
where L is the size of the network, H a function describing the crossover 
from fractal to homogeneous behaviors and </> the crossover exponent. The 
exponential prefactor is quite similar to the behavior of left-sided 
multifractality in diffusion limited aggregations. It is found that <f> -
coincides with the crossover exponent for all multifractal moments of the 
current distribution. 
Short title: Anomalous crossover behaviors in percolation 
Keywords: Random Resistor Networks’ Percolation Clusters, Minimum 
• :.:. • 
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R e C e n t l y t h 6 r e h a S b e e n
 increased interest in the study of the current 
distribution in a random resistor network (RRN). It is proposed that 
different moments of the current distribution scale with an infinite 
number of independent exponents [1]. The problem has been extended to 
t h e two
-component RRN which is composed of good conductors with impedance 
X at a concentration p and poor conductors with impedance Y at a 
concentration 1-p. The impedance ratio h _ X/Y is regarded as a small 
parameter and one focuses on how the moments scale within fractal (h - 0) 
and homogeneous (h - 1) regions. For such a network, the question of 
whether there are an infinite number of exponents describing the 
crossover from fractal to homogeneous behaviors has attracted current 
interest [2,3,4]. However, the study of the scaling of the negative 
moments is lacking. 
The negative moments of the current distribution are dominated by the 
minimum current of the network, which is in general very difficult to 
determine accurately in numerical simulations. In this letter, we study 
a deterministic percolation model (DPM) [5,6] which is constructed — 
iterately so that one can obtain the complete set of currents exactly. 
It is quite surprising to find that the minimum current I . (h) scales 
min 
anomalously with h: 
I
 4r1(h) 
min f 2^  ^ 
exp -constant (In h) H(hL^) , (1) 
W ^ V J 
where L is the size of the network, H a function describing the crossover 
behavior and <j> the crossover exponent. The exponential pref actor is 
quite similar to the behavior of left-sided multifractality in diffusion 
limited aggregations [7] in that the minimum growth probability scales 
' ' • . . . , 
. . 
. , . | - . - - - . , — — --_••••____ —•— *— -'*' * -‘ ” “ .,“ """""“‘ 
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with the Size L of the aggregate exponentially as exp [-c(ln L)2] but we 
should emphasize here that the analogue is in a completely different 
• ‘ 
context. It is also interesting to find that </> coincides with the 
crossover exponent for all multifractal moments of the current 
distribution. The present exp[-c(ln h)'2] behavior will be confirmed in 
real two-component RRNs [8]. 
1. The Deterministic Percolation Model 
The deterministic percolation model (DPM) is an extension of the fractal 
lattice which was originally proposed by Kirkpatrick [5] to model the 
percolation backbone. Here we follow Clerc et al [6] to extend the 
constructions to the two-component RRN. Starting with a filled square, 
one divides it into four equal squares and replaces the right upper 
quadrant by an empty square to obtain the first generation. The lateral 
size is increased by a factor of two. The second generation is obtained 
from the first generation by replacing each square by two types of 
generators. The generator for a filled square is exactly the same as the 
first generation but the generator for an empty square is complementary 
to that of the filled square, i.e., the upper right quadrant is filled 
while the rest are empty. The process is repeated ad infinitum to obtain 
the DPM. 
. , 
It is interesting to find that the DPM consists of finite clusters and 
dangling bonds as well as a connected cluster for conduction, which 
mimics a real percolating networks. Moreover, although the model thus 
constructed has a filling factor of f - 3/4, we adopt in subsequent 
studies an arbitrary filling factor f ( < f < 1) • An equivalent circuit 
z 
model [6] is shown in Fig. 1(a) in that the good conducting bond at the 
I '-i,. • 
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 combination of (4f-2) good conductors while that at 
the left’ has 4(l-f) poor conductors. Similar notations are used in Fig. 
1(b) to model the poor conducting bonds. 
For completeness, we summarize the salient geometrical properties of the 
D P M a s f o l l o w s
' ^ total number of circuit elements N at the nth 
n 
generation is 4 n with a lateral size L _ 2n. The fractal dimension is 
therefore two. The number of good conductors is 
Nc - I Nn [ 1 + (2f-Dn ] , 
while the number of poor conductors is 
NI " i N n
 [ 1
 -( - 1 , ] . 
As the size increases, these numbers converges to i N ; the fraction of 
2 n 
good conductors approaches the percolation threshold of a two-dimensional 
bond percolation model (p - i). 
c 2 
2. Scaling Properties of Impedance 
Here for the purpose of establishing notations, we follow Clerc et al [6] 
to discuss briefly the scaling properties of the impedance of the DPM. 
From Fig. 1, the impedance of the good conductor X^ and that of the poor 
conductor Y^ at the nth generation are related by the following recursion 
relations 
X n - I X + , (2a) 
4(1
-
f)Xn-l + ( 4 f_ 2 ) Y n-l 
Y - i Y . + H 1 • (2b) 
n
 4 ( 1 - %
 n + (4f-2)X^ n 
ri• 
Note that the roles of X and Y are interchanged in Eqs. (2a) and (2b). 
n n 
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If we denote h R _ X ^ , we arrive at a recursion relation for h , 
n 
hn - ’ (3) 
where S(h) is a one-parameter iterated map, 
[(l-f)h + f][(2f-l)h + 2(l-f)] 
S(h) - h — • (4) 
[fh + (l-f)][2(l-f)h + (2f-l)] ' 
• « • 
The solutions of h - S(h) give the fixed points for the iterated map, 
here we have four fixed points at h - -1, 0, 1, «. Stability analysis 
shows that h-I is the only stable fixed point while the others are 
unstable. In the vicinity of the fixed point, we defined the fixed point 
multiplier, 
A . dsoo, Af.p. dh f.p. ( 5 ) 
At h—1, X ^ - (8f2-12f+5)/(2f-l) (4f-3) h - 0, A 2f/(2f-l); h - 1, At 
_ 2f-l; h - « , \o 2f/(2f-l). Since A- is less than unity, we 
conclude that h - 1 is a stable fixed point. The unstable fixed point h 
- 0 corresponds to the interesting cases of the random resistor network 
limit in which the poor conductor has no finite conductance and the 
random superconducting network limit in which the good conductor has an 
infinite conductance. We are interested in the scaling region with a 
small but finite initial value hQ (in the vicinity of the h - 0 unstable 
fixed point) in a finite network so that the subsequent flow to the h - 1 
fixed point exhibits a crossover from the fractal to the homogeneous 
behavior. 
Let us investigate the scaling behavior of impedance at h - 0. We define 
• • • - • . .. _ _ . • I ‘ • *• ~ . 
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f . 
a function «p(h) such that 
I . .: , . • 
A - A - l W V l ) - X o n ] ) • • # ( ) (6) 
where 
(l-f)h + f 
<iP(h) • (7) 
2(l-f)h + (2f-l) 
For h _ 0, it follows that ^ • h 2 ...- … • 0 and cp(h ) 0) for 
all n. Hence, X - X [<p(0)]n. If we write X - X Lt/u , where L - 2 n 
ii. o n o 
being the size of the network, we identify the conductivity exponent t/u 
In <p(0)/ In 2. Due to the recursive nature of the DPM, we are able to 
derive a homogeneous relation 
. • • . . . 
X - X Lt/2/ HT(h L^) , (8) n o I o , J 
where <f> - (s+t)/i/ is the crossover exponent and s/i/ - [InA -lrup(0) ]/ln2 
0 
is the superconducting exponent [6]. We have computed X^ numerically 
using Eq. (6) and plotted X ^ ^ . against h oL ( S + t ) / V in a log-log plot with 
various initial values of h and network sizes L. The data all lie on a 
I o 
universal curve, thus confirming the homogeneous relation Eq.(8). 
3. The Hinimum Current 
Here we find that in fact all currents scale with the same crossover 
exponent -(s+t)/v. From Fig.2 and by using elementary circuit 
equations, one can determine the complete set of currents in the good 
conductor 
I ‘ .• '•“ 
I n l (4f-2) (h n )- ) I n + 1 
I n 2 - 4(l-f) h n ( ^ (hn) - i ) I n + 1 , (9) 
J 
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T T 1 T 
n3 - ^ 4 - 2 k + l • 
The maximum current is located at the first bond of the one. of the good 
conductors [see Fig.1(a) and Fig. 2] at any generation. The maximum 
current at the nth generation is given.by 




Since (0) - J - (4f-2)_1 ,
 o n e finds 
T(n> n 1 “ v - 1 
^ a x _ n — — ~ — H (x) , (10) 
m_0 (p(O) - ± m a x 
z 
where x - J^h h L is the relevant scaling variable. We have plotted 
(n) / 
t h e Imax a S a i n s t h 0 L with different hQ and size L , they all lie on a 
universal curve H (x). 
max 7 
The aim of the present study is to extract the minimum current and to 
examime its anomalous crossover behavior. The minimum current of the 
network is located at the first bond of the poor conductor [see Fig. 1(b) 
and Fig.2] at any generation. Similar to Eq. (9) , we can easily obtain 
the complete set of current distribution in the insulator, 
I (4f.2) ( V V ^ W - 1 ) V 
V xn2 - 4 “ - f ) h ' W V W i
 + 1 , ( 1 1) 
V / 
I - I - i T 
n3 ±n4 2 n+1 • 
I . ‘:.'. . 
We can write the minimum current at the nth generation as 
(n)
 n-l … 1 ( ll I V (4f-2)n TT <p(h -) h ,/h - I - , 
rain m-1 m-r m 2 n-l 
m 0 v J . 
I _ 
I £ • ‘ . … 
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Li, • I 
1 . . . . 
With
 V l 4 d - f ) \ , [ J - I 1 I 
n n
-l , xi'V 2 n • 
y 
Let us define a new function F (x) such that 
F o ( x ) lim (12) 
m^o A 
o 
Shifting x to Aox, one can show that F (A x) - S fF (x)l . Hence we 
°
 0
 I ° J 
obtain asymptotic expansion for F (x) at small h: , . 
o 
e 4f2-5f+2 x 
Fo(x) - x - • x 2 + .. . • (13) 
2f(l-f)) 
We arrive at 
1 F (x/An'm) 
1
 2F (x/An-m+1)> 
. o ' o J 
_ . . 
(14) 
I a S a i n x “ hoL<^ i s t h e relevant scaling variable. One can readily 
see that
 if we let h m "
 1 and
 thus <p(hm) ->(1) 1 for all m, then 
I ” - ( 4 f - 2 A ( l - f ) 4 1 • 
We can therefore normalize by I(n+!L) 
min J min x / 
I ( N + 1 OI
 N F (X /A N - M ) 
min ( h ) … f , … 1 ] n - f
 n-m+l 0 ° ) 
I m i n (1) “1"1 2 Fo ( x/ Ao 
(15) 
In order to extract the scaling and the crossover properties of the 
minimum current from Eq.(15), let us consider a small initial value of h 
o 
and a large generation n. Most of the terms in the product involve small 
values of arguments of X/AQ SO that their values are small except for 
the last few terms which are close to unity. There exists a typical 
II ''''' 
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 b e y 0 n d w — h x' _ « 1 and that the product of the 
t e r m S f
°
r n
 > n i s essentially unity. We can therefore consider the 
product from m - 1 to n* . . The value of n* which depends on the initial 
value of h Q can be estimated as follows. With h 1 o r A n \ « 1 we 
n o o , 
sU , 
have ii « -In
 h / l n A . F o r s m a l l h^0> then ,h /h n A . ^ ^ ^ 
( ^ i m m-1 o 
Since Aq - 2^(0), 1 ^ ^ ( 0 ) ^ 0, we have to use the first order 
expansions of <p(h) and FQ(x) near h -> 0 and x -> 0 respectively. 
f
 f (l-f)h 
<p(h) 1 + … 
2f-l f(2f-l) J ’ 
f 4f2-5f+2 0 
a n d
 Fq(X) - x . x2 + . . . • 
2f(l-f) i 
We obtain the minimum current 
I(n+1)(h ) • * 
m i n 0
 . (n +1)/2
 ( vl 
T(n+l)n Ao H ( W , 
^ i n 
• * * 
which is dominanted by the factor ( n + 1 ) / 2 . Putting in the value of 
* 
n « -In hQ / In ,we arrive at the desired result [see Eq. (1)] 
(n+1) 
• (h )
 f _ 
m m o7 f ” 2 … ] n. 
~ 7 — v - exp -(lnh ) /21nA HQ^h ) . (16) 
+ ,” r o o N o o7 ' 
Imin 
_(n+l) 
min ( o) I 
In Fig. 3, we plot —7~rT\ a s a function of h L in a log-log plot, we 
1^. (1) ° — 
m m 
can see that as n increases the curve crosses over from a rapidly 
decreasing region towards a constant. The crossover occurs clearly at n 
•k 
I . « n (h ) « -In hQ / In . In Fig. 4, we plot the rescaled minimum 
I * , ...... 
i.:: ‘ 
I 
I ‘' ‘ 
IS 
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I - ., 
II ‘ . I ‘ L . 
I ( n + 1 )(h ) ( 
m m o I 2 ^ > 
• (n+l)/n L XP _(lnh0) /21nA against h L^ ’ the collapse of all 
min 
j d a t a ° n a U n i v e r s a l c u r v e & evident. In fact, the dependence of the 
j minimum current on h is very similar to that of the minimum growth 
probability of a diffusion limited aggregation on the size, both 
exhibiting decay faster than any power law. However, the present study 
is in a completely different context from the behavior of left-sided 
multifractality in diffusion limited aggregations. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have investigated the crossover behavior of the minimum 
current in the deterministic percolation model. It is found that the 
minimum current (h) scales anomalously with h: 
I .(h) 
f 2I 6 
exp -constant (In h) H(hL^). 
W ” 1 J 
The exponential prefactor is quite similar to but in a completely 
— 
• • . 
different context from the behavior of left-sided multifractality in 
diffusion limited aggregations. As we find that all currents scale with 
the same crossover exponent, we conclude that all multifractal moments of 
the current distribution scale with a single crossover exponent <f> -
(s+t)/i/. We suggest numerical simulations in real percolation system be 
done to check our scaling predictions. 
‘ 
I v 
I :. •'. , 
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I . s 
The renormalization process of DPM: (a) good conductor — good conductor, 
(b) 
poor conductor poor conductor 
Figure 2. 
The four branches of the current flow in an arbitrary generation. 
Figure 3. 
I , (h) 
t 1 minx / 
Log-log plot of the normalized minimum current as a function of 
min ) h
0









 and n from 1 to 20 and for h - 10"6, 10"8 
o ‘ 
-10 
10 and n from 1 to 30. The filling factor is f - 3/4. 
Figure 4. 
min(h) . * * 
I Log-log plot of the rescaled minimum current _n ( n + 1 " 2
 a s a 
W 1 ) 1 0 J 
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Minimum Current in the Two-Component Random Resistor Network 
K.W. Yu and P.Y. Tong 
Department of Physics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, New 
Territories , Hong Kong 
Abstract 
We have found, from numerical simulation that the minimum current in the 
two-component random resistor network at criticality scales anomalously 
with the conductance ratio h of poor to good conductances; 
• ~ . , . f 2 ) 
I . (h) = exp — constant (In h) , 
m m 
\ y 
Exact analytic calculations in the diamond lattice confirm the result. 
In addition, we obtain a crossover behavior: 
- (h ) ( , 
m m , a ” , 
exp — constant (In h) H(h L ) , 
.(1) ^ J 
m m 
where L is the size of the network, H a function describing the crossover 
_ • . . . - • • • 
from fractal to homogeneous behaviors and the crossover exponent. The 
exponential prefactor is analogous to the behavior of left-sided 
mulcifractality in diffusion limited aggregations . 
• • 
r ‘ . . . 
. ‘ ‘ . . ..... . . . • 
PACS Numbers : 7 2 . 1 0 0 5 . 5 0 + q , 05.70.Jk 
L^ p . , . 
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The problem of current distribution in a two-component random resistor 
network (RRN) has attracted much interest recently i n which the effect of 
the nonzero conductance of insulating bonds is taken into accout. The 
conductance ratio h = X/Y, where X is the resistance of the good 
conductors and Y that of the poor conductors, is treated as a small 
parameter playing the same role as the magnetic field in an Ising 
. 
model1,2. It has been claimed3,4,5 that all positive moments of the 
current distribution scale with a single crossover exponent for the 
crossover from the fractal (h = 0) to homogeneous (h = 1) behaviors. 
However, they did not address the study of the scaling of negative 
moments which is dominated by the minimum current of the network as it is 
in general very difficult to determine accurately in numerical 
- + ‘ 
simulations . 
In this paper, we determine the minimum current via a cut-bond simulation 
6 
approach . We study the conductance jump of the network when one single 
bond is cut; the current in the bond being cut is related to the 
7 
conductance jump through the Tellegen's theorem . It is quite surprising 
• . • ‘ .
_
 ' 
to find that the minimum current I . (h) scales anomalously with h: 
m m J 
2 
In . h) = — constant [In h] . (1) 
m m 
Motivated by the result of numerical simulation, we try to reproduce the 
8 9 
result in the diamond lattice ‘ which is a deterministic fractal lattice 
where Migdal-Kadanoff transformation is exact. We indeed confirm the 
above result. Moreover, we find an anomalous crossover behavior for the 
I -
minimum current 
I. :. .... . . . . . • • 
:.:..‘.._...• ‘ . ‘ . . 
§ — . — j — . — ‘ . . . — 
: — . … — . . . 
9 1 
» • I . — 
r „ 
• 00 
m m , 
exp -constant (In h) H(h L9) (2) 
. 1) ^ ) 
m m 
where L is the size of the network, H a function describing the crossover 
behavior arid <f> the crossover exponent. The exponential prefactor 
I indicates that the minimum current falls off faster than any power law. 
In fact, such anomalous scaling behavior is quite similar to that in 
diffusion limited aggregations10 in that the minimum growth probability 
scales exponentially with the size L of the aggregate as exp [-c(ln L)2]. 
This leads to the failure in the scaling of negative moments and was 
named left-sided multifractality11. 
Numerical Simulation. Consider a two-component RUN at the percolation 
threshold (pc=i) with a small conductance ratio h. Each bond is assigned 
a unit conductance with probability p and conductance h with probability 
1-p. It is noticed that h=0 is the random resistor network limit and the 
I random superconducting network limit while h=l represents the homogeneous 
network limit. We deal only/with percolating samples, i.e., the , 
configurations containing a spanning cluster of good conductors. A unit 
current is injected and collected through two bus bars at the top and the 
bottom of a two-dimensional square network. 
If a bond is cut, it results iri a change of conductance AG of the 
network. As the condition « R 1 holds, we can use the Tellegen's 
theorem AF^ - ^^^ ( / ) , w h e r e and AE^ are respectively, the 
external current and resistance jump of the entire lattice, I and 
being the current and resistance jump relevant to the mesh size of the 








response theory as cutting bonds carrying large currents in the network 
will result: in large conductance jumps. Since R « 1/G, thus SR = -5g/g2 
2 1 
and AI^ » -AGL/GL where g is the conductance of a bond and GT be that of 
^ L • 
the entire network. Hence, for. the conductance jump not too large, we 
arrive at the central result 
R G2 AGL / / 2 
1 = - ~ 2 ~ • ( 3) 
Since the Tellegen's theorem can be applied only when there Is an 
infinitesimal change of the resistance of a bond, we will not cut the 
bond completely but render its conductance to g/2 • Then Eq. (3) becomes 
R 2g AGL 
1 = ‘ . 
GL J . 
The conductance jump result from cutting the bond one at a time is 
computed and the minimum current is obtained • from the minimum conductance 
jump through Eq. (4) . Since the minimum current occurs as a rare event 
which cannot be obtained from averaging over different samples, so we can 
I only vary the parameter h in a configuration to check the effect on the 
minimum current in a bond. It is interesting to find that 
P
 2 log1Q Imin(h) = constant (log1Q h) , (la) 
for a given size L. In Fig. 1 we plot the logarithm of I . (h) against 
2 m l n (log h) for L =» 60 and various values of the conductance ratio h. One 
n : / . ‘ . ” 
I can see that over a range of several order of magnitude, a good linear 
F . .. .. . . . • . . . . . - “ 
;relationship is found thus confirming Eq. (la). One observes a small 
- . 
II 
deviation for large h, possibly due to the pathological nature of the 
j two-dimensional square network. Similar simulations have been carried 
I 
out in the triangular lattice where currents are injected from one vertex 
1 . ‘ • : .. 
‘ . .• . ‘‘“' 
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j 
I • a n d collected at the other vertices. No such deviation shows up for 
large h. ‘ 
Exact:
 ^sults In the Diamond Lattice. The Diamond Lattice is a 
hierarchical lattice where the Kigdal-Kadanoff renormalization group is 
8 
exact . Here we extend the construction to a two-component network. We 
go from one generation to the next higher generation by replacing the 
bonds with two kinds of generators. The generator for a good conducting 
bond is exactly the same as the first generation [see Fig.2(a) ] , which is 
a diamond of four bonds with the upper right bond is a poor conductor 
while the rest are good. On the other hancL, the. generator for a poor 
conducting bond is just complementary to that of the good conducting bond 
[see Fig. 2(b) ] , i.e., the upper right bond is good while the rest are 
poor. On going up a generation, the lateral size is increased by a 
factor of two. The process is iterated ad infinitum. 
Although the lattice is not Euclidean, its fractal dimension is two so 
that many properties of two-dimensional lattices can be tested. The 
simplicity of the construction allows us to derive analytic results, The 
lattice thus constructed consists of finite clusters and dangling bonds 
as well as a spanning cluster for conduction to model real percolating 
networks. As the size increases, the number of good conductors and poor 
I conductors are nearly equal approaching the percolation threshold of a 
• 1 
two-dimensional bond percolation model (p = j) • 
Before analyzing the current in the diamond lattice, we investigate the 
scaling of impedance first. The resistance of the good conductor X and 
that of the poor conductor Y^ at the nth generation are related by the 
.,... • • . . -
I . .’ ‘ 
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• 
[following recursion relations (see Fig.2) 
2 X . (X .+ Y \ 
Y n-1 n-1 n-l;
 /c 
, (5a) 
3 X . + Y 
n-1 n-1 
2 Y - (X Y ” 
v n_l n-1 n-1) t 
Yn = — • (5b) 
3 Yn . + X , 
n-1 n-1 
If we define h^ we obtain a one-parameter iterated map S(h), 
hn “ ‘ 
h(h+3) 
with S(h) = . (7) 
3h + 1 
The map S(h) consists of three fixed points h = 0, 1, Let us define 
the fixed-point multiplier,. 
dS (h) 
. . (8) 
f.p.
 d h f.p. 
At h = 0,
 0 = 3; h = 1, X1 = 0.5; h = A^ = 3. Stability analysis 
shows that h = 1 is the only stable fixed point while the others are 
unstable, If we start with a small but finite initial, value h (in the 
o 
:vicinity of the h 0 unstable fixed point) in a finite network, it will — 
flow to the h = 1 fixed point. The crossover from fractal to homogeneous 
behaviors is analogous to that in an Ising model with a nonzero magnetic 
field. • 
We define a function <p(h) to discuss the scaling of impedance 
X = X - <p(h -) , (9) 
n ri-1 n-1 
where 
2(h+l) 
cp(h) . (10) 
3h + 1 
I :..... ... . ‘ 
. 9 5 
“‘ • ‘ ‘ 
I f h0 = 0’ xn = X ok( 0)] n. However, since X r = XoLt/l/ , where L = 2n 
being the size of the network, we can identify the conductivity exponent 
t/i/ =» In cp(0)/ In 2 = 1. Iterating Eq. (9) n times, we obtain a 
homogeneous relation 
Xn = X o L t A W 1 1 ) 
where =(s+t)/i/ « 1.585 is the crossover exponent arid s/i/ = 
[lrL\o—ln<p(0) ]/ln2 « 0.585 is the superconducting exponent. We have 
computed X^ numerically using Eq.(9) and plotted X L " " against 
hQL^S+t: ~ in a log-log plot with various initial values of hQ and 
network sizes L. The data all lie on a universal curve, thus confirming 
the homogeneous relation Eq.(11). 
The Minimum Current. Due to the iterative nature of the model, we can 
find the complete set of currents exactly. From Fig.2, the complete set 
of currents in the good conductor is 
1 






F n L ‘ V (12) 
1+h 
n 
n3 ^ nl ' 
I == I . 
Similarly, the complete set of currents in the poor conductor is 
1 h 
X n l > V l , 
2 hn+l 
,¾... ‘ .:. . ‘ ‘ ‘ 
[fe- V.. • • ... - ‘ • .. .... . 
r • .- • 
——° — • 
. 
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n n+1 
I « 
n3 nl , 
m . 
1
 / = . ' 
n4 n2 
I The maximum current is located at the first bond of the good conductor 
at any generation (see Fig.2) . The maximum current at the nth 
I generation is given by (with the external current being equal to unity) 
n 
Cnv 1 n n _ 1 ( 1 
= TT cp(h ) = ~ H (x) , (14) 
max 2
 j ‘‘ m' 2 max y ' v ' v J
 m=0 
\ where x =
 Q = is the relevant scaling variable. We have plotted 
\ I 
I I against h I? with different h and size L, they all lie on a 
max ° o o J 
I universal curve H (x) . The result is consistent with a single 
max ° 
345 ]crossover for all positive moments of the current distribution ' ' . The 
minimum current of the network is - located at the fourth bond of the good 
. 
conductors (see Fig.2) at any generation since this current carries a 
small parameter h. We write the minimum current at the nth generation as 
/ \ n-1 f h i^l = N K ) I + 1 . M L N
 o L m i+h r n + 1 
I ::, m 
If we let h = 1 and thus cp(h ) = cp(l) = 1 for all m, then 
I ra m 
(i) = f i l n I 
min { 2 J n+1 
We can therefore normalize I by ” 
m m m m 
I ( n + 1 )(h) n
 ( K V 
•
 m l n
 _ o «, m 
IQn+i m==0 I m i+h J 
m m m 
Let us introduce a function F (x) such that 
o 
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 ;  t . •. .. 
hf 
FO(X.) = URN S M ( - 1 - ) • (15) 
m^o A ) 
o 
( > • 
Shifting x to A x, one can show that F (A x) = S F (x) . For small x, we 
o 0 0 0 
2 K ; 
have FQ(X) =» x - (4/3)x + … « x. The leading behavior suffices for 
the 
present study. Let us rewrite the normalized minimum current as 
O n
 r V - R ) • 
(n !) - I T 2 « - m ) ] — ,, (16) 
•n JL 
again x = A n = h L is the relevant scaling variable. 
o o o ° 
In order 
to extract the scaling and crossover, properties, of the minimum 
current from Eq. (16) , let us consider a small initial value of h and a 
o 
large generation n. Most of the terms in the product involve small 
in m 
values of arguments of X /AQ SO that their values are small except for 
the last few terms which are close to unity. There exists a typical 
* . *. . 
value of n beyond which x ' = / « 1 and that the product of the 
f -Jc 
terms for n > n is essentially unity. We can therefore consider the 
-product from m =» 1 to n . The value of n which depends on the initial 
* 
value of h can be estimated as follows. With h * ~ 1 or An h ~ 1, we 
0 • n . 0 0 
have n* « -In h /Iri . F o r small h -> 0 and x' -> 0, then Fn(x') x' 
o o u 
(p(h) -> <p(0) . We obtain the minimum current 
(n+1) * * 
M I N 0
 - A " N ( N + 1 ) / 2 M 1 ^ ) , (17) 
I ( n + 1 )(l) ° ° ° 
m m 
St 
which is dominated by the factor . Putting in the value of 
ft ‘ 
:
: n * « -In h /In we arrive at the desired result [see Eq. (2)] 
o o 
.. : . . . . . . . . . 
I : , . 
I ' .. . … — — .......-.... 
— " “  — 
— • 
…,.-.•.. ... . 
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1 = 1 ) ( V
 2 , ^  
( = P lnho) /21nAo^ H(A^ o) . (18) 
min ) 
) (h 




I can see that as n increases the curve crosses over from a rapidly 




 « In h Q /lri . We also plot the rescaled minimum current 
i ( n + 1 ) ( h ) ( V 
I m m o , 2 6 
~ 7 — T T exp — lnh ) /21nA against h L? ’ the collapse of all data 
(n+1) 1 o oj o P 
m m 
on a universal curve is found. We are successful in reproducing the 
exponential dependence of the minimum current obtained, in numerical 
simulation. 
In conclusion, we have investigated the crossover behavior of the minimum 
current in the diamond percolation lattice. It is found that the minimum 




 f <i> --
= exp —constant (In h) H(hL ) • 
.(1) 1 
mun. 
It confirms the results of numerical simulations in the two-component 
I RRNs . The exponential • prefactor is quite similar to but in a completely 
different context from the behavior of left-sided multifractality in 
diffusion limited aggregations. Extensive simulation is required to 
I determine the crossover function in the two-component RRNs. 
1 
• ‘ .• • ^  
lip . 
I :.. 7 
I y… 
• t.)' . • 
B . -
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f I j Figure Captions 
: ‘ 
I 
j Figure 1. • 
I L oS" l oS P l o t o f minimum current for the square lattice at the percolation 
threshold with a size L=60. 
Figure 2. 
The renormalization process of the diamond lattice: (a) good conductor 
good conductor, (b) poor conductor -> poor conductor and (c) the four 




Log-log plot of the normalized minimum current as a function of 
m m 
I ; m -9 - ll _ ^  _ Q 
h for h = 1, 10 , 10 and n from 1 to 20 and for h • 10 , 10 , O O o 
-10 
10 and n from 1 to 30 of the diamond lattice. 
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2. 4 Current Distribution in Two-Component Random 
Resistor Network 
2.4.1 Current Distribution in the Two-Component 
Hierarchical Percoiatiori Model 
2.4.2 Current Distribution and Local Power Dissipation 
in the Two-Component Deterministic Percolation 
Model 
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Current Distribution in the Two-Component Hierarchical Percolation Model 
K.W. Yu and P.Y. Tong 
I 
I .’• 
Department of Physics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, New 
Territorities, Hong Kong . 
‘ 
Abstract 
We present an analytic solution of the current distribution in a diamond 
I 
lattice which consists of two types of conductance, parametrized by the 
ratio h of poor to good- conductance. Due to the iterative nature of the 
model, we are able to find exact recursion relations for the current 
distribution. For extremely small h such that hL^ < 1, where L is the 
size of the lattice and cf> the 
crossover exponent, the current 
distribution is well approximated by a Gaussian with the mean varying 
2 3 
with size as (log L) while the variance as (log L) . We find that 
r \ 
2 3 
~ exp —A[a—B(log L) ]/(log L) , where D(a)da is the number of 
V j .. 




are constants. In the opposite limit hL > 1, the distribution reduces 
I ‘.  -
to the trivial form of a one-component diamond lattice. As a result, 
both the most probable current and the minimum current scale with L as 
2 
exp [ - constant (log L) ] . We examine the current distribution in a 
two-component random resistor network in the light of the above results. 
II 















I. I • _ 
I 
1. Introduction 
Recently the problem of current distribution in the two-component random 
resistor network (RRN) attracted much interest, in which the effect of 
the nonzero conductance of insulating bonds is taken into account [1-4]. 
The conductance ratio h = X/Y, where X is the resistance of the good 
conductors and Y that of the poor conductors, governs the crossover from 
the fractal (h=0) to homogeneous (h=l) behaviors. It has been claimed 
that all positive moments of current scale with a single crossover 
exponent [1-3] , Yet the scaling of the negative moments has not been 
•. .. ... " . ‘ 
addressed. 
Recently we have 
invsstigated th.e iuinimuni current in a two - component 
hierarchical percolation model as well as in the two-dimensional RRN 
[4] , the minimum current is found to scale anomalously with h as 
/ \ 
2 
• h) « exp —constant (log h) . The exponential behavior indicates in 1.11 
v. y 
that the minimum current falls off faster than any power law. In fact 
I such an anomalous scaling behavior is quite similar to that in 
diffusion-limited aggregations [5] . The minimum growth-site probability 
scales with system size as exp [ -A (log L) ] . This leads the failure of 
conventional multifractal analysis [6-7]. Firstly, the negative moments 
do riot scale as a power law with system size [5] . Secondly, we shall see 
that the current distribution has two prominent peaks. In view of the 
above reasons, we need an alternative analysis to deal with the present 
I 
problem. 
In this paper, we investigate the scaling of the current distribution 
instead of its subsets. We shall show that the most probable current 
I, ,,.. * . , 
1 0 7 
'3'‘...... -
I • -.’. . i 
1 . .. 
scales with the system size in the same way as the minimum current. This 
• • 
fact is very important for our future analysis on our real simulation on 
the two-component RRN as the most probable current is much easier to 
determine than the minimum current. We would derive the recursion 
relation for the current distribution in a two-component diamond 
• • 
percolation model and solve them exactly using generating function 
technique [8]. The current distribution expand in the three lowest order 
can be approximated as a Gaussian with its mean scales as exp [ -A(log 
2 -a 
L) ] and variance scales as (log L) . The result will be compared with 
numerical simulations . 
The present paper is organized as follows. In the next section two, we 
introduce the construction of the diamond percolation lattice and its 
:impedance scaling. We present our previous findings in the minimum 
current scaling in Section 3. We obtain the recursion relations for the 
current distribution in Section 4. Section 5 gives the analytic 
solutions. Finally, we check the analytic results in the twp-dimensional 
frandom resistor network. 
• -
2. The Diamond Lattice 
j.: . • 
The diamond lattice is a hierarchical, lattice where the Migdal- Kadanoff 
renormalization group is exact [9] . Here we extend the construction to 
a two-component network (4] . Starting from a single good conducting 
bond, we replace it by a diamond of four bonds with the upper right bond 
being poor conducting while the rest being good conducting (see Fig. 
W 1(a)] .. In general, we go from one generation to the next higher 
generation by replacing the bonds with two kinds of generators. The 
I "JfJ'T. 
r: .:... ' ' 
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generator for a good conducting bond is exactly the same as the first 
generation. On the other hand, the generator for a poor conducting bond 
is complementary to that of the good conducting bond [see Fig.1(b)], 
i.e., the upper right bond being good conducting while the rest being 
poor conducting. On going up a generation, the lateral size is increased 
by a factor of two. In this way, at the nth level of the construction, 
we obtain a finite diamond lattice of size L - 2 n having 4 n bonds. 
Although the lattice is not Euclidean, its fractal dimension is two so 
that many properties of two-dimensional lattices can be tested. The 
simplicity of construction allows us .to derive analytic results. The 
lattice thus constructed consists of finite clusters and dangling bonds 
as well as a spanning cluster for conduction to model real percolating 
networks. As Che size increases, the number of good conductors and poor 
conductors are nearly equal approaching the percolation threshold of a 
I 
two-dimensional bond percolation model (p.^  =» —). 
Before analyzing the current distribution in the diamond lattice, we 
investigate the scaling of conductance first. Due to the iterative 
nature of the construction, one can use renormalization group (RG) method 
to obtain the conductance at arbitrary generations. First we generate a 
finite diamond lattice at the nth generation. We then apply RG Co obtain 
the renormalized conductance of the (n-l)th generation (see below) . At 
the kth level of renormalization, the size of the diamond lattice becomes 
2n" , i.e. the diamond lattice is at the (n-k)th generation. The 
resistance of the good conductor X^ and that of the poor conductor Y^ . at 
the kth level of renormalization are related to those at the (k-1) th 
::.:. 
I •' ' 
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level of renormalization by the following recursion relations (see Fig.l) 
\ , da) 
3 \ - l + Yk-l 
2 Y, , (X. .+ Y.
 1N . 
\ - k- 1 } • (lb) 
3 + 
The procedure is repeated until the entire lattice is covered. As a 
final result, we get a single bond with resistance X . Note that the RG 
n 
reverses the construction of the diamond lattice. If we define at the 
kth level of renormalization the conductance ratio h^ = X^/Y^ , we obtain 
a one-parameter iterated map S (h), 
H i ) , ( 2) 
h(h+3) 
with S(h) . (3) 
3h + 1 
The map S (h) consists of three fixed points h 0, 1, «. Let us define 
the fixed-point multiplier, 
- dS(h) 
A. = , • (4) 
f.p.
 d h f.p. 
At h = 0, = 3 ; h = 1, i = 0.5; h = A^ = 3. Stability analysis 
shows that h = 1 is the only stable fixed point while the others are 
unstable. If we start with a small but finite initial value h (in the 
vicinity of the h 0 unstable fixed point) in a finite network, it will 
flow to the h = 1 fixed point. The crossover from fractal to homogeneous 
behaviors is analogous to that in an I sing model with a nonzero magnetic 
field. 
We define a function (p(h) to discuss the scaling of resistance 
' S . • 
P 
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I 
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<iP(h) — . (6) 
3h + 1 
TCT ' 
I f hn = 0 Xn = [ 0)] by iterating Eq. (5) n times. If we write X = u
 ii o n 
t/1/ XI 
X L , where L = 2 being the size of the network, we can identify the 
conductivity exponent t/i/ =» log <p(0)/log 2 = 1. Iterating Eq. (5) n times, 
we obtain a homogeneous relation 
• . ‘ • 
X = X L t / V HT(h L^) , (7) 
n o I 0 
where <f> — (s+t)/i/ 1.585 is the crossover exponent and s/u = [log log 
0 
(p(0) ]/log 2 ~ 0.585 is the superconducting exponent. We have computed X 
numerically using Eq.(5) and plotted X^L^^ against h L s+t)/y in a 
log-log plot with various initial values of h arid network sizes L. The 
data all lie on a universal curve, thus confirming the homogeneous 
relation Eq.(7). 
3 • The minimum current 
Due to the iterative nature of the model, we can find the complete set of 
currents exactly. Let ^ be the current at the kth level of 
renormalization. I k is related to by t h e following recursion 
relations. From Fig. 1(c) , the four currents In the good conductor are 
H = W ‘ ( 8 A ) 
L 
- ^ 4 = - T ^ R - ^ V • (8b) 
:1. • . ^ :... . • 
…-•.:. ” :. .
 :
 i ..  • • 
I ' ' '' ‘ • . -
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Similarly, the four currents in the poor conductor are 
1 h k 
- k3 = \ ) ^4-1 , ( 9 a) 
2
 \ + l 
1 K 
k2 - ^ 4 - - - ^ V • ( 9 b) 
1 + hk V l • 
The iteration is repeated until the entire lattice is recovered. Note 
that the iteration is in the same direction as the construction of the 
diamond lattice. As a final result, we get the complete set of currents 
in the diamond lattice at the nth level of construction (or at the zeroth 
level of renormalization). The maximum current of the diamond 
max 
lattice is located at the first bond of the good conductor at any 
generation (see Fig. 1) . With the external current I being equal to 
unity. I is given by J
 max ° J 
/ - \ n n-1 \ n 
. ^ a x - I H - Hm a X ( X) , ( 1 0 ) 
where x =• A^h =» h L^ is the relevant scaling variable. We have solve 
o o o 
-
numerically arid plotted it against h Lr at different h and size L, 
max . o o 
all data lie on a universal curve H (x) • The result is consistent with 
max 
a single crossover exponent for all positive moments of the current 
distribution. 
The minimum current of the network is located at the fourth bond of the 
good conductors (see Fig.1) at any generation since this current carries 
a small parameter h. We write the minimum current at the nth generation 
as (with the external current being In) 
n-1 t \ ^ 
. . , . … . — : : ——•• - . . . . — ‘ “ 
I 
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If we let h k - 1 and thus cp(h) =. cp(l) = 1 for all k, then 
f 
I . (1) = - T 
niin [ 2 J Xn ' 
We can therefore normalize I . (h) by I 
min J miri^  ; 
W W n-1
 o f h k ) 
n 2 cp(h) ~^― • 
W 1 ) 1 J 
Let us introduce a function F (x) such that 
o 
R X ^ 
F ( X) = lim Sm ——. (11) 
O II Z 
o 
( 
Shifting X to A x, one can show that F (A x) = S F (x) • For small x, we 
o -O o o 
V / 
have FQ(X) = x - (4/3)x2 + ... ^  x. The leading -behavior' suffices . for 
the present study. Let us rewrite the normalized minimum current as 
„ , ri-kN 
I . (h) n-1 ,
 v
 Fo(x/Ao ) , 
= n 2 .[F0(x/A-k)] ^ , (12) 
I m i n ^ 0 I ° ° l + F o ( X / ^ k ) ^ 
again x = A ^ = h L^ is the relevant scaling variable. 
° o o o &
In. order to extract scaling and crossover properties of the minimum 
current from Eq. (12) , let us consider a small initial value of h and a 
large generation n. Most of the terms in the product involve small 
ri-k _ 
values of arguments X/Aq ‘ so that their values are small except for the 
last few terms which are close to unity. There exists a typical value of 
k = n beyond which x' = x/A^ » 1 and the product of the terms for k > 
.* 
n is essentially unity. We can therefore consider the product from k = 
* . * .' 
0 to n • The value of n which depends on the initial value of h can 
o 
* 
n * i 
be estimated as follows. With h * » 1 or A h = 1 , we have n = log 
n o o 
I I/( 
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0 A ° S 0. For small h 0 and y ^ 0, then F (y) — y, cp(h) cp(0) . We 
j obtain the minimum current 
I 
I . (h ) * / * , 
, (n
 +l)/2 ^ ^ 
W 1 ) . 
-k -k • 
I which is dominated by the factor X~U ( n . Putting in the value of 
•k 
j n « —log h Q /log we arrive at the desired result 
. h ) r 
° - exp -(logh )2/21ogAn H ( A X ) . (U) 
. 1) 0 oj o o 
m m 
m i n ( V 6 
In Fig. 2, we plot as a function of h L in a log-log plot, we 
I . (1) ° — 
m m 
can see that as n increases the curve crosses over from a rapidly 
decreasing region towards a constant. The crossover occurs clearly at n 
ss ri (h ) ~ —log h Q /log 0 • We also plot the rescaled minimum current 
min(h0) f 2 1 6 :
——exp — (logh ) /21og against h 1/ , the collapse of all data on a 
I . I … 
m m 
universal curve is found. 
4. Recursion relations for the current distribution 
We are now in a position to obtain the current distribution of the 
diamond lattice. At the kth level of renormalization, the diamond 
lattice has a size 2 n _ k. Let us define the current distribution at the 
1 
I kth level of renormalization D k( a) as the number of bonds carrying 
current with a < a^ ^ < a + da and -log For convenience of 
ar 
establishing recursion relations, we also denote DJ(a) a s t h e current 
distribution of the good conductors arid D (°0 t h a t o f t h e P o o r conductors 
I . • 
I 
I 
• ~ " ' ' • “ 
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so that Dk(a) = + • The recursion relation for D and 
D (a) can be obtained from Eqs. (8) and (9) directly. The initial 
_. 
condition at the rith level of renormalization (k = n) is D (cO =» 5




First we consider the limit of large h such that Ari » 1 and hence h 
o o o n 
~ 1, the problem reduces to. the trivial case of a one-component diamond 
lattice. The current ^ is just one half of from Eqs,(8) and (9). 
Upon iterating the currents from the nth level of renormalization (i.e. 
as k decreases) , the width of the distribution remains narrow until the 
* * 
number of iteration (n-k) reaches a typical value (ri-n ) where n ~ —log 
ie 
h /log • For (n-k) < (n-n ) , the iteration of currents begins to 
o o 
boarderi the distribution. Without loss of generality, we therefore 
consider the opposite limit h ~ « 1 and hence <p(tL ) ~ <p(0) . In 
XI O O 
this limit, the following expressions are asymptotically valid for 
. . 
0 < k < n-1. In the good conducting bonds 
k l ” ’
 (8C) 
Xk2 * ( 8 b ) 
while in the poor conducting bonds 
_ . Z • 
I yjH .. - .— 
I = I,
 n — <p(0) I, (9c) 
kl k3
 2 A ^ k+1 
o 
! 
I = I « — <p(0) I , . (9d) 
A 
0 
As an illustration of obtaining the recursion relations for D k O ) , let: us 
obtain and from and D ^ ^ ) . We take the logarithm 
If 
r.ife , 





of Eq. (8) and let o = - log ^ and a'= - log I , a' being the preimage 
of a. For the good conducting bonds, there are two preimages 
1 
a '=• a + log — + log <p(Q) - oc , 
s [ 
11' 
and a " = a + k log — | log h | + log <p(0). 
On the other hand, for the poor conducting bond, we do similar things to 
Eq. (9) and obtain the other two preimages 
a ' = a — log (2A ) + log cp(Q), p o 
and a “ = a — log + log <p(0). 
P o 
The recursion relation for the distribution functions are as follows 
(valid for 0 < k < n-1) 
y 
••(CO = 2 + log A -|log h | +log <p(0)) 
/ \ 
+ of , cc log A +log cp(0) , (15a) 
k+ o ) 
( \ ( 
= 2 "log(2Ao) +log 9 ( 0 )j + D + 1 … — 1 S • + l o § 
+ n? , a +k log Hlog h I +log cp(0) . (15b) 
uk+l ° o 1 ° o' 
with initial conditions D^(^) “ a ’ 0 = ° L e t u s d e f i n e t h e 
I : ^  following--param^trers to simplify subsequent studies . 
I ax(k) - a x + k log o ( 1 6 a ) 
where a, = |log hn | - log ^(0) , (16b) 
• • . 
: log
 o - log <P(0) ’ 16c) 
I • 
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1 . — . . . • . .. 
ft!:.,'.  .... ... . , 
I . 
a - log (2A ) — log 9(0) . (16d) 
, 
I 
We define the Laplace transform for the distribution functions 
-C -k e" s a ^ , . ( 1 7 a) 
I 
Pk(s) - J^ D ^ k e"sa da , (17b) 
I 
with initial conditions z (s) =» 1 and p (s) =» 0. We obtain the recursion 
relations 
f -sot (k)\ -sa 
gk(s) - 2 + e 1 gk_x(s) + e 2 pk_1(s) , (18a) 
j 
r -sa -sa \ -sa (k) 
Pk(s) » l2e 3 + e 2J gk-1(s) + e. . 1 • 18b) 
Please note that a-(k) is not a constant coefficient while a^ and a^ 
are independent of k. Let ck(s) = g^(s) + Pk(s) . In this way, we can 
calculate c (s) from the recursion relations Da(°0 obtained from the 
n u 
inverse Laplace transform of cn(s)• 
I 
5. Analytic Solutions 
a 




and DP(a) , let us consider an artifical branching process [8] to 
illustrate the generating function techniques. Let Bj(a) obeys the 
I 
following recursion relation 
. B. - + B j ^ - j ) , (19) 
with j > 1 and B a) "
 0 •
 X t i s e a sy t 0 s h o w t h a t t h e Laplace 
transform g.(s)- B . M e'Sa da satisfies the following recursion 






• • .,. 
‘ . . 
F 




g (s) = 1 + e"SJ g (s). 
J I ) J _ i 
By using the initial condition g (s) - 1, we arrive at 
0 
g.(s) = fl+e^Jlfl-fe-^-^l ... fl+e-Sl , 
J
 I J \ J I ) 
which is an n-fold product. In fact, g. (s) is the moment generating 
J 
function of B • ( a) ‘ If we expand it to fourth order in s, we have 
J 
/ fr\\[ i , . 1 ^ 2 2 1 ^  3^  3 1 ^  ^ ^ 4 g (s) - g. (0) 1- <a> s + > s - > s + >1 s + ... ’ 
J J J J J J j 
where <(x°>. is the mth moment of R. (a) 
J J 
: f°Q a mB (c) da 
<a m>.= . 
J 
B. (ct) da J
 o j 
Hence, by expanding the n-fold product to order s4, one identifies [8] 
the first four moments of (a) 
J 
J v 
<«2>. = 4 j2a+i)2 + j(j+i)(2j+i) j 16 24 
=<a>,2 + j(j+l)(2j+l). J 2I* 
The variance is therefore given by 
a? <ct2>. - <a>' - j(J+1) + 1) j3 ’ 




=-<a>. + 3<a>. a.. 
J J J 
I .... ,'-
I ., .‘’ 
I ii'‘ 
I' ^  ‘ — • • — — - - - - - - - • • - • 
• - — , . . . . —--——- • — 
. * • 
I T . . ‘ . : . . , • . . 
. U S _ 
I i-
. — ... 
I ‘ . 
-<Q£>t + 6a2<a>2. + 3(7, fl _ (l/j ) , 
J J J J J [ / J / J ' 
while the maximum value of the branching process is given by 
* 
amax “ " T J (J + 1 ) . • 
Note that these moments are exactly the same as those for the Gaussian 
distribution, 
f [« — ^j(j+l)]2 
Bi («) « exp ’ 
J 1
 12j(j+l)(2j+l) 
It is remarkable to find that the average current and the minimum current 
scale in the 
same way. This fact is very important for our future 
analysis on real simulation data in the two-component RRN since the most 
probable current is much easier to determine than the minimum current. 
We may approximate the distribution Q. (a) by a Gaussian. The mean or the 
2 • 3 ___ 
most probable value vary as j while the variance varies as j . To check 
the validity of the approximation, we have numerically calculated B. (a) 
J 
to compare with the Gaussian distribution. The agreement is excellent 
from Fig.(*). 
Let us rewrite Eq.(18) as 
g k ( s ) - ^ g k . 1 ( s ) + w P k . 1 ( s ) , (20a) 
I P k = v k gk-1(s) + w'pk l(s) , (20b) 
where the coefficients are given by . 
-sa (k) 
u^ . 2 + e 1 , (21a) 
-sa 
w = e , (21b) 
‘’ . . — .. . 
.• . - • ‘‘ 
1 1 9 
- -
-sa (k) 
vk = e ‘ ’ ( 2 1 c ) 
-sa -sa 
and w' = e 2 + 2e 3 • (21d) 
‘ ‘ 
Let us expand the generating functions to second order in s. Let 
gk(s) = gk(0) + A^ s + Dk s2 + … (22a) 
and Pk(s) - Pk(0) + Bk s + E^  s2 + ... . (22b) 
We also expand the coefficients to second order in s 
u^ = 3 - s a (k) + ~ sV(k) + ..., (23a) 




 s a2 + s2al + . . ’ (23b) 
v - 1 - s o^k) + sV(k) + ... , (23c) 
1 2 1 
w ' - 3 - s ( 2 a + a ) + s 2 ( — a2 + a2 ) + . . . . (23d) 
3 2 2 2 3 
. . 
Substituting Eqs.(22) and (23) into Eq.(20) and indentifying coefficients 
of the same order in s, we obtain for the zeroth order 
gk(0) = 3gk_1(0) + p k l(0) , (24a) 
f pk ( 0 ) = Sk-1(0) + 3pk-l(0) 1 (24b) 
For the first order 
A = 3 + Bk-1 " ai(k)gk-l(0) - a2Pk-l(0) ’ 25a) 
Bk = + 3 — a!(k)Sk-l(0) - ( 2 V 1 ^ ( 0 ) ‘ 2 5 b ) 
For the second order 
Dk = 3 Dk-1 + V l - ai(k)Ak-l - a 2\-l 
I + » ) g k _ i ( 0 ) + » k _ i ( 0 ) , (26 a) 
.. . .. ' 
I : : : : • * “ “ 
1¾¾ ,. 7' • 
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Ek = Dk-1 + 3 Ek-1 2 V a z ) B k - i 
. + - h i ( k ) V i ( 0 ) + ( " H + % w 0 ) • ( 2 6 b) 
I 
The initial conditions are g (s) 1 and. p (s) = 0 and thus A = B = D 
o o o o o 
= E =• 0. Here we have expanded the generating functions to second order 
vi 
in s for simplicity. Higher-order expansions can in principle be 
obtained in essentially the same way, assisted by computer algebra. Let 
I us define C = A + B . We find, that k k k 
Gk = 4 Ck-1 2 - 2 (^+0^¾.^0) • (27) 
We also define F, = D, + E. . we obtain 
k k k ' 
\ = 4 Fk-1 - - 2 (V t t3 ) Bk-l 
+ + ( + ^3 ) P^1 ( 0 ) ' ( 2 8 ) 
When s = 0, Eq. (21) gives u, = w' = 3 and v^ = w « 1. We arrive at 
Eq.(24). The general solutions for g, (0) and Pk(0) are 
gk(0) 4k 2k ) , (29a) 
pk(0) « ^ - 2k ) . (29b) 
Physically g^  (0) and Pk( ) represent respectively, the number of good and 
poor conducting bonds at the kth generation. 'The homogeneous solution 
for C is C = (2 a.') 4k, while.. the particular solution should be of the 
k k 
form 
C = k ( c k + c ) 4k + (c k + c ) 2k • (30) 
k 1 2 3 4 
Substituting Eq.(30) into Eq.(27) and identifying coefficients, we find 
i c = - — log An , (31a) 1 8 & 0 
j . , . ' ' . 
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 l oS A 0 , ( 3 1 c) 
c - log + (a -a -a ) • (31d) 
“ ° o 2 1 2 3 J 
I 
Hence the general solution is 
C = ( c k 2+ c k - c ) 4k + (c k + c ) 2k . (32) 
k 1 2 k 3 4 
1 k One can show that for k being large, z (0) = p (0) 4 , and A =» B j T^c 1c 2 k k 
1 1 2 k 
— C = ( c k + c k — c ) 4 We can approximate e (0) » p (0)— 2 1c 2 3m 2» A 1c 
— 4 k , and A = B - — C — ( c k2+ c k - c ) 4k . Putting the 
2 k k 2 k 2 1 2 4 ° 
approximations into Eq. (28), we find that the nonhomogeneous terms in 
.3 . the right hand side of Eq. (28) is a polynomial of order k . We assume 
.- . 
the particular solution to be of the form 
I ^ "e 
F = ( d k 4+ d k3+ d k 2+ d k + d )4k . (33) 
k 1 2 3 k 5 
Substituting Eq. (33) into Eq. (28) and identifying coefficients, we 
obtain d , d , d and d . 
1 2, 3 4 
d - — — — c log A , , (34a) 





x - i r ( v 2 c i ) l o s \ 1 0 § 2 \ , 
(34b) 




^ + - r d 2 +
( c r c r c r \ ) l o g 
: (34c) 
d = d d +d -^-(a +a -ha ) (c-.c -c ) + -7-(^+^^3^ . 
4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 4 8 1 2 3 
(34d) 
f “ ' • ‘ .. 
k ‘ 1/ 
I '}k' 
. , . ---—•• — — —--•• — "‘ * • 
I • .,. 
I :::.. • • … 
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To obtain the mean and the variance of the current distribution, we first 
I define the moment generating function c (s) = Sn(s) + Pn(s) for which 
Oq(c*) is the inverse Laplace trans form of cn(s). In fact, c^Cs) is the 




c (s) = c (0) 1 <CK>s + ~ <a2>s2 + ... , (35) 
n n L 2 J 
where <aID> is the mth moment of D (a) • 
o 
am[) (a) da 
o 0 
- . (36) 
Dn(a) da 
o u 
We identify the mean and variance of D ( A ) 
ri 2 
<cc> = — C /4 (cn + c n - c ) , (37) 
n l 2 4 
and a2« <«2> - <a>2 - (2 F - C )/4n . (38) I ii n 
It is remarkable to find that the mean of the current distribution varies 
with n as - n2, which is identical to the scaling form of the minimum 
current. Due to the fact that c 1 - 2 ^ from Eq. (31a) and (34a), the 
highest order term n4 in a2 is cancelled out so that the variance varies 
as n3, a result identical to that of the artifical branching process. 
We also check the Gaussian approximation numerically. For 1^=10 . 
the analytic calculation gives the C^ » -10.456 , 65.975 , and a 
22.623. In Fig. 3, we plot the histogram and compare with the 
I theoretical Gaussian distribution. Since the histogram for the numerical 
data is not smooth, we also plot the cumulative histogram. There are 
reasons to find the distribution deviate from the Gaussian approximation. 
11 .V.:  1 _1 • 
If . ::1 .: “ 





First, our expansion only goes to the second order in s, the 
approximation is only valid for small s and therefore large a part. 
Second, the model includes a small parameter hQ, which is neglected in 
some approximations, so that the Gaussian approximation is not as good as 
the artifical branching process. 
6. Numerical simulation in the two-dimensional random resistor network 
To verify the analytic results, we perform numerical simulation in the 
two-component percolating square network. The current is obtained via a 
• • . • 
• . • • 
cut-bond approach [10] . We compute- the conductance jump of the entire 
network on a two-dimensional square lattice when a bond is cut. Since 
the current flowing in the bonds are related' to the conductance jump 
through Tellegen's theorem [11], we can obtain the complete set of 
current from cutting all the bonds one at a time. 
Consider a two-component resistor network at the percolation threshold 
(p"=l/2) with a small parameter h-X/Y where X is the resistance of good 
conductors and Y is the poor conductors. The parameter h is small so 
± --
that the scaling variable hL^ « 1 where f « 2 is the crossover exponent 
in a two-dimensional square network. A unit current is injected and 
collected through two bus bars at the top and the bottom of the 
two-dimensional square network. The conductance of the network can be 
calculated through propagation of bonds. Suppose now a bond is cut, the 
change of the conductance of the network AG resulting from cutting the 
bond is computed. As the condition 5 ^ « ^ holds, we can use 
Tellegan's theorem AI^ - 5 ^ ( 1 ^ ) 2 , where and A ^ are respectively, 
the external current and resistance jump of the entire lattice, 1 and 
124 
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S R1 b e i n S t h e current and resistance jump relevant to the mesh size of 
I f 
the lattice. Since R = 1/G, thus 5g/g2 and A I^^A G^G J where g is 
the conductance of a bond and G L be that of the entire network. Hence, 
for the conductance jump not too large, we have the relation 
- [ ( g 2 / ^g) (AGl/GJ) ]1/2- • (39) 
Since Tellegen's theorem can be applied only when there is an 
[ 
infinitesimal change of the resistance of a bond, we will not cut the 
bond completely but render its conductance to g/2. Then equation (39) 
becomes 
= [ 2 g AGl / Gj ] 1 / 2 . (40). 
We analysed only the configurations containing a spanning cluster of good 
conductors. The conductance jump result from cutting the bond one at a 
time is computed and the current is obtained from the conductance jump 
through equation (40) . The mean and the variance of the complete set of 
currents for different size L and fixed value of h are analysed. In 
Fig. (5) we plot the mean < a (L) > where log i against [ log2L ] with 
Ir=10,20, 30 ,40, 50, 60 and h=0.0001 averaged over several configurations.. 
2 
The linear relation confirms the dependence <a> « L obtained previously. 
Since the minimum current occurs as rare events with large statistical 
J . i . . 
fluctuation, it would be much easier to find the mean of the current 
instead. We also plot in Fig. (6) the histogram of current distribution 
with L=60 , h=-0.0001 averaged over several samples. It finds the 
distribution to be a two-peak structure with the smaller peak represents 
the large currents (small a) and the small current part (large a) varies 
as a Gaussian. This also confirms the Gaussian approximation in the 
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scaling for the negative moments as the minimum current decays faster 
• 
than any power law. 
“..‘.'::'— '. ,..‘ ' : , • • 
. • 
In addition, we performed similar calculations in the dual lattice of the 
diamond lattice [12] and in the de Arcangelis-Redner-Coniglio lattice 
[13], both being well known models for the percolation clusters. We 
I 
I 2 
obtained the same exp [ - (log L) ] behavior. We believe that this 
anomalous behavior is quite general for two-component models. It should 
also be remarked that in our analytic calculations, we concentrated on 
the small h region, i.e. h « « 1. In the opposite limit, i.e. h 
° ri o o u 
being large such that AnhQ » 1 and hence h^ « 1, the problem reduces to 
. . .• . • ‘ - -
the trivial case of a one-component diamond lattice. The current 1^ . is 
just one half of I k + 1 from Eqs.(8) and (9) . Upon iterating the currents 
from the nth level of renormalization (i.e. as k decreases) the width of 
the distribution remains narrow until the number of iteration (n-k) 
reaches a typical value (n-ri ) where n « -log h Q /log For (n-k) < 
(n.n*) , the iteration of currents begins to boarden the distribution. 
Without -loss of generality, we therefore considered the opposite limit h n 
« « 1 only • 
o o 
I 
In conclusion, we present an analytic solution of the current 
distribution in a diamond lattice which consists of two types of 
conductance, parametrized by the ratio h of poor to good conductance. 
Due to the iterative nature of the model, we are able to find exact 
I recursion relations for the current distribution. For extremely small h 
such that hL^ 1, Where L is the size of the lattice and the crossover 
I exponent, the current distribution is well approximated by a Gaussian 
I ; : , : . . . . . . . . . 
I /..:- .’. - - “ .. 
. —:--—-•• - - :“ 
I ’ _ 
12 6 
: , ... 
t,.....‘.......,‘ 
I ’ . . . . . . ‘ 
I •• I 
‘' . ...j .... 
ri, . 
2 
with the mean varying with size as (log L) while the variance as (log 
L)3. We find that D(a)da « exp -A[a-B(log L)2]/(log L)3 , where D(a)da 
' > 
is the number of currents with a < log I. < a + da; I. is the current in 
° 1 L 
:
 ‘ . . : A, 
bond i and A, B are constants. In the opposite limit hL > 1, the 
I ..- . • » 
distribution reduces to the trivial form of a one-component diamond 
lattice. As a result, both the most probable current and the minimum 
2 
current scale with L as exp [ -constant (log L) ] . We examine the current 
distribution in a two-component random resistor network in the light of 
the above results• 
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The renormalization process of the two-component diamond lattice: (a) 
good conductor — good conductor, (b) poor conductor — poor conductor, (c) 
the four currents in a typical diamond. • 
I 
Figure 2. 
I . (h )
 ( t 
m m o ,i 2,„n _ , . <6 -2 -L 
exp -(Inh ) /21nA plotted against h • For h -1, 10 , 10 
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Current distribution in the diamond lattice compared to the Gaussian 
8 -6 
approximation. The size L = 2 and h =» 10 . 
Figure 4. 
The cumulative histogram for the current distribution in the diamond 
lattice and its Gaussian approximation (same data as in Figure 3). 
Figure 5. 
I . “ "“ 2 
The mean of the current distribution <a> plotted against (log L) in the 
two-dimensional random resistor network for L 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 
-4 
at a fixed value of h =» 10 . 
Figure 6. 
Histogram for the current distribution D(a) in the two-dimensional 
-4 
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Current distribution and local power dissipation in the two-component 
deterministic percolation model 
P.Y. Tong and K.W. Yu 
Department of Physics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, New 
Territorities, Hong Kong 
Abstract 
We have investigated the current distribution and local power 
distribution in the two-component deterministic percolation model in 
which the ratio of conductance h is regarded as a small parameter. The 
self-similarity of the model enables us to find exact recursion relations 
for the current distribution. For extremely small h such that hL^ « 1, 
where L is the size of the lattice and • the crossover exponent, we find 
t \ 
2 3 — 
that D(a) « exp -A[a-B(log L) ]/(log L) , where D(a)da is the number of 
currents with a < —log I. < a + da; is the current in bond i and A, B 
are constants. The current distribution is well approximated by a 
Gaussian with the mean varying with size as (log L) while the variance 
as (log L) • As a result, both the most probable current and the minimum 
2 
current scale with L as exp [-constant (log L) ]• Similar results are 
I obtained for the power distribution. 
I Short title: Current distribution in two-component percolation 
PACS Numbers: 7210, 0550, 0570 
136 
1. Introduction 
Recently there has been increasing interest in the current distribution 
of the two-component random resistor network (RRN), in which the effect 
of the nonzero conductance of insulating bonds is taken into account 
[1-4]. The problem of how the current and local power distribuiton 
scale in fractal and homogeneous regions with the small parameter h which 
signifies the departure from critical behavior is studied. It has been 
found that all positive multifractal moments of current and power in 
conducting and insulating bonds scale with a single crossover 
exponent [1-3] in homogeneity relations. However, the scaling of negative 
moments has not been studied. Recently we have investigated the minimum 
current in a two-component deterministic percolation model as well as 
in the two-dimensional RRN [4], the minimum current is found to scale 
anomalously with h as Imin(h) « exp -constant (log h ) 2 j . The 
exponential behavior indicates that the minimum current falls off faster 
than any power law. In fact such an anomalous scaling behavior is quite 
similar to that in diffusion-limited aggregations [5]. The minimum 
growth-site probability scales with system size as exp [ A (log L)]. 
This leads the failure of conventional multifractal analysis [6-7] as the 
negative moments do not scale as a power law with system size [5]. We 
will use an alternative approach to analysis the problem. 
In this paper, we investigate the current and power distributions of the 
two-component DPM instead of its subsets. It is found that the most 
probable current scales with the system size in the same way as the 
1 3 7 
[§' . . . . 
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minimum current. We would derive the recursion relation for the current 
and the power distribution in the two-component DPM percolation model and 
solve them exactly using generating function technique [8]. The 
distribution expanded in the three lowest order can be approximated as a 
Gaussian with its mean scales as exp [-A(log L)2] and variance scales as 
3 
(log L) • The Gaussian approximation is checked correct with numerical 
simulations. 
In this paper we will present the construction of the DPM and its 
conductance scaling in Section two and our previous findings in the 
minimum current scaling in Section three- We give the derivation of the 
recursion relations for the current distribution and their analytic 
solutions in Section four and similar thing for power distribution in 
Section five. 
2. The Deterministic Percolation Model 
The deterministic percolation model (DPM) is an extension of the fractal 
lattice which was originally proposed by Kirkpatrick [9] to model the 
percolation backbone. Here we follow Clerc et al [10] to extend the 
constructions to the two-component RRN. Starting with a filled square, 
one divides it into four equal squares and replaces the right upper 
quadrant by an empty square to obtain the first generation. The lateral 
size is increased by a factor of two. The second generation is obtained 
from the first generation by replacing each square by two types of 
generators. The generator for a filled square is exactly the same as the 
.• • . ’. • . . “ 
[•^Rv,.- ‘‘ ‘ 
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first generation but the generator for an empty square is complementary 
to that of the filled square, i.e., the upper right quadrant is filled 
while the rest are empty. The process is repeated ad infinitum to obtain 
the DPM. 
. 
It is interesting to find that the DPM consists of finite clusters and 
dangling bonds as well as a connected cluster for conduction, which 
mimics a real percolating networks. Moreover, although the model thus 
constructed has a filling factor of f = 3/4, we adopt in subsequent 
I • V . 
1 
studies an arbitrary filling factor f ( < f < 1). An equivalent circuit 
model [10] is shown in Fig. 1(a) in that the good conducting bond at the 
right is a parallel combination of (4f-2) good conductors while that at 
the left has 4(1-f) poor conductors. Similar notations are used in Fig. 
1(b) to model the poor conducting bonds. 
For completeness, we summarize the salient geometrical properties of the 
DPM as follows. The total number of circuit elements N at the nth 
n 
generation is 4 n with a lateral size L = 2 . The fractal dimension is 
therefore two. The number of good conductors is 
N = i N [ 1 + (2f-l)n ], 
c Z n 
I $ 
while the number of poor conductors is 
NT = i N [1 - (2f-l)n ] • I 2 n 
1 . 
I As the size increases, these numbers converges to ^ N the fraction of 
n 
good conductors approaches the percolation threshold of a two-dimensional 
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bond percolation model (p = I). 
^c 2 
Before investigating the scaling of the current distribution, we first 
find out the scaling of the conductance. Here for the purpose of 
establishing notations, we follow Clerc et al [10] to discuss briefly the 
scaling properties of the conductance of the DPM. Start with a finite DPM 
lattice at the nth generation, we can use renormalization group (RG) 
method to obtain the renormalized conductance of the (n-l)th generation. 
From Fig. 1, the impedance of the good conductor X and that of the poor 
Xv * 
conductor Yk at the kth level of renormalization are related to those of 
the (k-l)th level of renormalization by the following recursion relations 
y _ 1 y Xk-lYk-l M 
Xk 2 Xk-i + , (la) 
4 ( l - f ( + (4f-2)Y,, k-1 k-1 
:• :.. y Y 
1 k-1 k-1 
Y = I Y + _ ' 1 ^ 1 — • (lb) 
4(l-f)Yk_1 + (4f-2)Xk_1 -
The procedure is iterated n times so that we finally obtain a single bond 
of resistance X . Note that the roles of X and Y are interchanged in 
n n n & 
Eqs. (la) and (lb). If we denote h^ = , we arrive at a recursion 
relation for h . , k 
I : h k = ^ V i 3 ' :.. ( 2 ) 
where S(h) is a one-parameter iterated map, 
[(l-f)h + f][(2f-l)h + 2(l-f)] 
S(h) = h — • (3) 
[fh + (1-f)][2(l-f)h + (2f-l)] 




f . . . . . . . . , 
I 
I , • 
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The solutions of h = S(h) give the fixed points for the iterated map, 
here we have four fixed points at h = 1,. 0, 1, co. Stability analysis 
shows that h=l is the only stable fixed point while the others are 
unstable. In the vicinity of the fixed point, we defined the fixed point 
multiplier, 
X = ^ 1 1 1 (4) 
f.p. dh f.p. … 
At h=-l, =(8f2-12f+5)/(2f-l) (4f-3); h = 0, X = 2f/(2f-l); h = 1, A 
._ . o ’ 1 
=2f-l; h = oo , = 2f/(2f-l). Since is less than unity, we 
conclude that h = 1 is a stable fixed point. The unstable fixed point h 
( = 0 corresponds to the interesting cases of the random resistor network 
limit in which the poor conductor has no finite conductance and the 
random superconducting network limit in which the good conductor has an 
infinite conductance. We are interested in the scaling region with a 
small but finite initial value h (in the vicinity of the h = 0 unstable 
o 
fixed point) in a finite network so that the subsequent flow to the h = 1 
fixed point leads to a crossover from the fractal to the homogeneous 
behavior. 
Let us investigate the scaling behavior of conductance. We define a 
I function (h) such that 
\ = V i ^ V i 3 ’ ( 5 ) 
f where 
V 1 4 1 
(l-f)h + f 
h ) = . (6) 
2(l-f)h + (2f-l). 
For h Q = 0, it follows that ^ = = • . . = h ^ = 0 and V(hn) = ,^(0) for 
all n. Hence, X n = X [ 0)]n. If we write = X L t / v , where L = 2 n 
being the size of the network, we identify the conductivity exponent t/v 
= I n (0)/ In 2. Due to the recursive nature of the DPM, we are able to 
derive a homogeneous relation 
w W ) , . (7) 
where <f> = (s+t)/y is the crossover exponent and s/v = [lnAo-ln (0) ]/ln2 
is the superconducting exponent [10]. We have computed X numerically 
n 
using Eq. (5) and plotted \Lt/v against hQL^s+t)/v in a log-log plot with 
various initial values of h and network sizes L. The data all lie on a 
universal curve, thus confirming the homogeneous relation Eq.(7). 
3. The Maximum and Minimum Currents 
One can obtain the complete set of currents from the iterative nature of 
the model. Let be the current at the kth level of renormalization, 
from Fig. 1, the four currents in the good conductor are 
( i A 
I = (4f-2) m(h ) - - I 
kl ) ^ u k J 2 k+1 , \ / 
Xk2 = 4 ( 1" f ) hk (^ ( hk } " I ) W > ( 8) 
V / 
Jk3 = Jk4 = 2 Xk+1 . 
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Similarly, the four currents in the poor conductor are 
I
 1 = (4f-2) [ <p(h )h /h , - i ] I n l
 L n n n+1 2 • n+1 , 
I o = 4(l—f) h"Xf h )h /h „ - i 1 I , (9) 
n { n n n+1 2 ^ n+1 , K } 
I = I = I T 
n3 n4 2 n+1 • 
The iteration is repeated n times in the direction of the construction of 
the lattice with initial condition I = 1. 
n 
The maximum current is located at the first bond of the good conductors 
:[see Fig.l] at any generation. The maximum current at the 
nth generation is given by 
v
 J \ y 
( -1 
Since 0) — j = (4f 2) , one finds 
1 
r n-1 ) - ^ 
t tnj m 2
 TT f v / 
I = TT — r — = H (x) , (10) 
max 'I … 1 max 
m=0 0 - TT 
n (b 
where x = X h = h L^ is the relevant scaling variable. We have plotted 
o o o r 
( n ) d> 
T the I against h L with different h and size L , they all lie on a 
max o o J 
universal curve H (x) with the same crossover exponent d>. 
max r 
The minimum current of the network is located at the first bond of the 
poor conductors [see Fig.l] at any generation. We can write 
the minimum current at the nth generation as 
1 4 3 
:..:: . . . . . . . ••“ . 1 . , . . . _ . . . 
^in = "n1 (.(h^) hm /h - I 1 , 
m=0 V m 1 m_l in 2J n-1 , 
W I T H
 ^ - 1 = 4 ( 1 - F ) H . F ^(H J _ 4 1 I n 
 n-1 n-1 2 n 
\ / 
One can readily see that if we let \ = 1 and thus ^(h m)= = f o r 
all m, then 
= (4f-2)n4(l-f)(J)n+1 • 
Let us define a new function F (x) such that 
o 
Fo(x) = lim S m f ^ _ ] • (.11) 
m-^co 
o 
Shifting x to AQX, one can show that FO(AQX) = S[FQ(X)]. Hence we obtain 
V j 
an asymptotic expansion for F (x) at small h: 
o 
(4f2-5f+2 
F (x) = x - x + ... . (12) 
2f(1-f) i 
We arrive at the normalized minimum current 
O r . n-1
 r v W + 1 ) 
T C H T I T — = V ( V - \ n n 2 ——, 
I m i n (1) J k = 0 ^ 2 F 0 ( x / < ) 
(13) 
again x = Anh = h L is the relevant scaling variable. In order to 
o o o 
extract the scaling and the crossover properties of the minimum current 
from Eq.(13), let us consider a small initial value of hQ and a large 
generation n. Most of the terms in the product involve small values of 
n—k 
arguments of X/XQ SO that their values are small except for the last 
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terms which are close to unity. There exists a typical value of k = 
^
 b e y
°
n d W h i c h x
’
 = x / Xo" n ^ 1 _ that the product of the terms for k 
> n is essentially unity. We can therefore consider the product from k 
= 0 to n • The value of n which depends on the initial value of h can 
o 
be estimated as follows. With h * « 1
 o r < h « 1, we have n -ln 
n o o 
ho / l n Xo' F o r s m a 1 1 ^en <p(h)-> 0), h,/h, , -> A . Since X = ( n + 1 ) k k-i o o 
2 0), ^ min ( 0 ) 0, we have to use the first order expansions of h) 
and F (x) near h 0 and x ^ 0 respectively. 
f ( (l-f)h . 
«p(h) = 1 - + . . . , 
2f-l f(2f-l) J 
{ 4f2-5f+2 x 
and F (x) = x - x 2 + … • 
“ I 2f(1-f) J 
We obtain the minimum current 
I ( n + 1 )(h ) * * 
I(n+1)(l>. ° o o ’ 
min 
* * 
which is dominated by the factor \~n + ” / 2 • Putting in the value of 
* 
n « —ln h / ln we arrive at the desired result 
o o 
. in j r 9 
> — = exp -(lnh )V21nA H(Anh ) • (14) 
I ( ” ° °J 0 ° 
min 
In Fig. 2, we plot ——( . as a function of h W in a log-log plot, we 
I1. iJ(l) o -
• min 
can see that as n increases the curve crosses over from a rapidly 
decreasing region towards a constant. The crossover occurs clearly at n 
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) n (ho) / m Xo • In Fig. 3, we plot the rescaled minimum 
C U r r e n t
 exp[-(lnho)2/21nAo) against , the collapse of 
min 
all data on a universal curve is evident. 
4. Recursion Relations for the Current Distribution 
N o w w e a r e
 g o i ng t o obtain the current distribution of the deterministic 
percolation lattice. At the kth level of renormalization, the 
deterministic percolation lattice has a size 2n"k. Let us define the 
current distribution at the kth level of renormalization Dv(a) da as the 
number of bonds carrying current with a < < a + dcc and ^ = -log I.. 
For convenience of establishing recursion relations, we also denote Qg(a) 
^^H lc 
as the current distribution of the good conductors and D^(a) that of the 
poor conductors so that Dk(a) = D (a) + The recursion relation 
for D (a) and D a) can be obtained from Eqs. (8) and (9) directly. The 
initial conditions at the nth level of renormalization (k = n) are nS(a) 
‘ n 
i= 5a,0 a n d =0. 
First we consider the limit of large h such that » 1 and hence h 
o o o n 
1, the problem reduces to the trivial case of a one-component 
lattice. The current I. is just one half of I, : from 
k k+1 
I Eqs. (8) and (9). Upon iterating the currents from the nth level of 
renormalization (i.e. as k decreases), the width of the distribution 
remains narrow until the number of iteration (n—k) reaches a typical 
* * 
value (n-n ) where n « -log h /log Xq. For (n-k) > (n-n ), the 
14 6 
iteration of currents begins to .boarden the distribution. Without loss 
of generality, we therefore consider the opposite limit h « Anh « i 
n o o 
and hence ^ p(hk) « ^(0). In this limit, the following expressions are 
asymptotically valid for 0 ^ k ^ n-1. For f = 3/4 and in the good 
conducting bonds 
( 
I , = o)(0) T 
nl r 2 J n+l » 
^ 2 = hn ^+1 ’ (15) 
I = I = — i 
n3 n4 ~ 2 n+l , 
while in the poor conducting bonds 
= hn W ’ 
I n 2 = [ - 0 ) - J ) I n + 1 16) 
T
 = T = T 
n3 n4 2 n+l • 
As an illustration of obtaining the recursion relations for Q (a), let us 
obtain and D^(a) from and D^+1(a). We take the logarithm 
of Eq- (15) and let a = - log and a' = - log I k + a, being the preimage 
of a. For the good conducting bonds, there are three preimages 
f i ) 
a , = a + log <p(0)——-7T- = a , 
g I. 
^ v, 
(X. " = a + k log I log h I , 
g & O O 
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and a “1 = a - log 2 . 
g ° 
On the other hand, for the poor conducting bond, we do similar things to 
Eq. (16) and obtain the other three preimages 
a , = a + k log XQ - I log hQ| , 
a " = a , p 
and a "' = a - log 2 . 
The recursion relation for the distribution functions are as follows 
(valid for 0 ^ k ^ n-1) 
= + 2
 -log 2] + d L i ^ ) , (17a) 
\ y 
Dk ( a ) = Dk + 1f a log V -I log h |] + 2 D +1fa -log 2 
+ [ a + k -|loS h |] - (17b) 
v j 
with initial conditions = 6
 Q and = 0. Let us define the 
following parameters for simplicity 
a1(k) = ol1 + k log , (18a) 
where a. = |log h | , (18b) 1 0 
a 2 = log 2 , (18c) 
We define the Laplace transform for the distribution functions 
148 
^m ( s ) = e'S<X ^ , (19a) 
P m ( S ) = ^o e"sa da , (19b) 
(at the mth generation with initial conditions g (s) = 1 and p (s) = 0 at 
o o 
the zeroth generation. We obtain the recursion relations 
( _sa n 
gm(s) = [1 + 2e 2 j g m ] ( s ) + p ^ C s ) , (20a) 
-SO^n-m) r -SOL _S0C (n-m) 
P m ( S ) = e gm-l ( s ) + I 2e +e ‘ j Pm-l(s) • (20b) 
Please note that a (n-m) is not a constant coefficient while a0 and a are 
. 2 3. 
independent of m. Let c (s) = g^Cs) + p (s). In this way, we can 
m m m 
calculate cn(s) from the recursion relations; DQ(a) is obtained from the 
inverse Laplace transform of c (s). 
n 
Let us rewrite Eq. (20) as 
g (s) = w g (s) + p ( s ) , (21a) 
m m-l m-1 
p (s) = u gm s) + v v , (s) , (21b) 
m m m-l m m-1 
where the coefficients are given by 
_sa (n-m) 
u = e (22a) 
m 
- sa (n-m) - sa 
v = e 1 + 2e 2 , (22b) 
m 
-sa 
f and w = 1 + 2e 2 • (22c) 
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Let us expand the generating functions to second order in s. Let 
g m ( s ) = S m ( 0 ) + A m s + D m s 2 + (23a) 
and Pm(s) = Pm(0) + Bm s + Em s2 + . . . . (23b) 
We also expand the coefficients to second order in s 
w = 3 - 2 s a 2 + s2a^ + ... , (24a) 
Um = 1 - s \ ( n- m ) + s2cx (n-m) + . . . , (24b) 
v = 3 - s(a (n-m) + 2a )+ s2(a^ + -i- af(n-m)) + … (24c) 
111
 d 2 2 1 
Substituting Eqs. (23) and (24) into Eq. (21) and indent if ying coefficients 
of the same order in s, we obtain for the zeroth order 
^m ( 0 ) = 3 V l ( 0 ) > Pm-1(0) , ( 2 5 a ) 
P m ( 0 ) = ^m-l(0) + 3 V l ( 0 ) . ( 2 5 b ) 
For the first order 
Am = 3 A + B - 2a g (0) , (26a) 
m m-1 m-1 2 m-1 
Bm = A + 3 B - a .(n-m)g (0) (a (n-m)+ 2a )p 1 (0) • (26b) 
m m-1 m-1 i- • m-1 i 2 m-1 
For the second order 
D = 3 D , + E , - 2a A , - a2g (0), (27a) 
m m-1 m-1 2 m-1 2 m-i 
E = D
 4 + 3 E , a (n-m)A , - (a (n-m) + 2a )B . 
m m-1 m-1 l m-1 l 2 m-1 
+ J_a 2( n- m) g (o) + (a2 + -^-a2(n-m))p (0) . (27b) 
2 1 m-1 2 2 1 m-1 
The initial conditions are gQ(s) = 1 and pQ(s) = 0 and thus AQ = BQ = DQ 
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! = E 0 = 0. H e r e w e h a v e expanded the generating functions to second order 
in s for simplicity. Higher-order expansions can in principle be 
obtained in essentially the same way, assisted by computer algebra. Let 
us define C = A + B . We find that 
m m m 
Cm = 4 Cm-1 (ai(n-m) + 2 a 2) ^ m-l ( 0 ) +Pm-1(0)) . ( 2 8) 
We also define F = D + E , we obtain 
m m m 
= 4 Fm 1 - (a (n-m) + 2a ) (A , + B J 
m m-1 l 2 m-1 m-1 
+ (a: + 4~a (n-m)) (g (0) + p (0)) . (29) 
2 2 1 m-1 m-1 
I When s = 0, Eq. (24) gives u = w' = 3 and v = w = 1. We arrive at 
m m 
Eq.(25). The general solutions for g (0) and p (0) are 
m m 
g (0) = — ( 4m + 2m ) , (30a) 
m 2 
p (0) = — ( 4m - 2m ) . (30b) 
2 
Physically g (0) and p (0) represent respectively the number of good and 
" m m 
poor conducting bonds at the mth generation. The homogeneous solution 




C = m ( c m + c ) + c 4m • (31) 
m 1 2 3 :.  v. J 
Substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (28) and identifying coefficients, we find 
c = — —^― log \ , (32a) 1 8 & 0 
• .  ...… 
C = — — l o g ———(a + 2a ) , (32b) 
2 8 & 0 4 1 2 
• , 




 ; . . ... . 
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Hence the general solution is 
c
m = ( c2m ) 4m . (.33) 
We find that the nonhomogeneous terms in the right hand side of Eq. (29) 
is a polynomial of order m3. We assume the particular solution to be of 
the form 
F
m = ( m + d2 m3+ d3 m2+ d* m + d )4m . (34) 
Substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (29) and identifying coefficients, we 
obtain d d , d and d . 
1 2 3 4 
di = - CiloS X 0 ’ 3 5 a) 
d = 2d - -^-a c ———(c -2c )log + — log2X , 
2 1 12 1 1 12 2 1 6 0 24 S o ' 
(35b) 
d = -2d + -4-d^ - - — ( c -c -a- )log X , 
3 1 2 2 8 1 2 1 8 1 2 1 0 
(35c) 
d = d -d +d — -^-a (c -c ) + (a2+ 2a 2). 
4 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 8 1 2 
(35d) ' 
To obtain the mean and the variance of the current distribution, we first 
define the moment generating function c (s) = g (s) + p (s) for which 
n n n 
IDq(a) is the inverse Laplace transform of cn(s). If we expand it to 
second order in s, we have 
( 1 2 2 
c (s) = c (0) 1- <a>s + <a >s + ... ’ 36) 
n n 2 
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m 
where <a > is the mth moment of n (a) 
S a n (a) da 
o 0 
. m 
<a > = • (37) 
X°° D0(a) da . 
o 0 
The mean and variance of Q (a) can be identified as 
o 
<a> = C /4n « - (c n2+ c n) , (38) 
n l 2 
and cr2= <a2> — <a>2 = (2 F - C )/4n . (39) 
n n 
It is remarkable to find that the mean of the current distribution varies 
2 
with n as - n , which is identical to the scaling form of the minimum 
current. Due to the fact that ¢^ = 2d1 from Eq. (32a) and (35a), the 
':.. 4 2 
highest order term n in cr is cancelled out so that the variance varies 
3 
as n . 
We have checked the Gaussian approximation numerically. For n=8, 
• 6 _' 
h =10" , the analytic calculation gives the C = -10.456 , F = 65.975 , 
0 n n 
2 
and <r = 22.623. In Fig. 4, we plot the histogram and compare with the 
theoretical Gaussian distribution. Since the histogram for the numerical 
data is not smooth, we also plot the cumulative histogram in Fig. 5. 
There are reasons to find the distribution deviate from the Gaussian 
approximation. First, our expansion only goes to the second order in s, 
the approximation is only valid for small s and therefore large a part. 
Second, the model includes a small parameter h , which is neglected in 
o 
some approximations, so that the Gaussian approximation is much smooth 
out. 
I - ^ m ' . . - , • > . . / . . • • • ‘ : . .. - .. '-’ ‘ • . " ,. .:.. . • ri , v - . _ « 
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5. Local Power Dissipation 
We also use the same technique to obtain the analytic form of the local 
power distribution and same scaling result is obtained. Let 
u s
 define the power distribution at the kth level of renormalization 




l oS Pi ’ w e also denote as the power distribution of the good 
conductors and that of the poor conductors so that Pk(|3) = pg(/3) + 
Pk(/3). The initial condition at the nth level of renormalization (k = n) 
is P ^ O ) = 5 a Q and = 0. We follow closely the derivation of 
recursion relations of current distribution to obtain that of local 




~ A h « 1 and hence <p(h ) « <p(0), the following expressions are 
O K 
asymptotically valid for 0 < k ^ n-1. For simplicity, we take f=3/4. In 





Pk2 = hk 4 ,Pk+l , ( 4 0 ) 
P K 3 = P K 4 =
 T ^ P K + 1 ' 
and in the poor conducting bonds 
I pki = hk hk+i "77,pk+i ’ 
[..! .., ...:.. • “ . .:, ‘ ‘ ‘’:. . r. ... • • . . . . . . .  .
 y.:, . ‘ . ‘ . ., .. 
1 :..’• . . : 
I ‘ 
, . . . . . . • 
I .• . 
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Pk2 = hk+l Pk+1 , (41) 
A 
o 
Pk3 = Pk4 = - - Pk+1 . 4 <p(0) 
Taking logarithm of Eq. (40) and let /3 = - log p and /3, = - log p , /3, 
being the pre image of /3. For the good conducting bonds, the three 
preimages are 
/3 ’ = /3 — log (p(0), g 
= + k log I log h | log <p(0)f 
and |3 "' =/3- log <p(0) - log 4 . 
g 
and another three preimages in the poor conducting bond 
/3,=/3+ (2k+l) log - 2 I log h I - log <p(0), 
p o 1 o1 
|3 " = + (k+1) log X - llog h I log <p(0), 
p O I O 1 
I. V : . . . . . . : … . ’ ’ , . / . .:. . . . • “ / .‘ 
and (3 = /3 — log <p(0) log 4 + log • 
p o 
:The local power distribution of the DPM can be obtained from the 
following recursion relations (valid for 0 ^ k n-1) 
/ \ f > 
P ^ O ) = 13 -log <p(0) + 2 13 -log <p(0) -log 4 
) \ y 
- ' . •. ' . . 
11 :... "'.' . . . . . . . . • 
. ’ \ . , . . . . ' " • - . 
II' •.. . . . . ..... :. • 
J . ‘ 
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I / • ./. .. / . • 
nvP f
 t \ 
+ P k + 1 p +(k+l) log Ao -I log ho| -log <p(0) , (42a) 
" J 
f 




+ 2 /3 -log (p(o) log 4 +log X 
K
 I oj 
a ( 
+
 Pk+1 I3 + k loS Ao I log h0| —log <p(0) • (42b) 
^ j 
with initial conditions pg(/3) = 5 _ and P P 0 ) = 0. Denoting the 
n a, 0 1 n & 
parameters as 
|32(k) = - k log Aq ’ (43a) 
(k) = |34 - 2k log 0 , (43b) 
|35(k) = - k log Xq , (43c) 
where 
=log <p(0) , (44a) 
2 = I log hQ I + log <p(0) , (44b) 
= |log >(0) I + log 4 , (44c) 
= 2 I log hQ| + log <p(0) , (44d) 
|35 = I log hQ| + log <p(0) , (44e) 
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 l oS <P(0) + log 4 - log X , (44f) 
We define the Laplace transform for the distribution functions 
y m ( S ) = ^o Pn-m(/3) e"" ’ (45a) 
Z M ( S ) = ^O PN-M ( / 3 ) ^ ‘ (45B) 
at the mth generation with initial conditions y (s) = 1 and z (s) = 0. 
o o 
We obtain the recursion relations 
f S/^ ~S(3 n -S/3 (n-m) 
y m( S) = [e + 2e j y ^ C s ) + e 5 z ^ s ) , (46a) 
-S^2(n-m) ( S/3 (n-m) -S|3 s 
z m ( s ) = e V l ( s ) + e 4 + 2e 6 z ( s) • (46b) 
/ 
If we define f (s) = yw(s) + z (s)’ it becomes the moment generating m m m 
function for P n O ) which is the inverse Laplace transform of b (s). Let us u
 n 
rewrite Eq.(46) as 
y (s) = w y (s) + r z (s), (47a) 
m m-l m m-l 
z (s) = u y (s) + v z (s) , (47b) 
m m m-l m m-l 
{ where the coefficients are given by 
-s/3 (n-m) 




v = e + 2e , (48b) 
m 
-sf3 -s|3 
w = e 1 + 2e 3 . (48c) 
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'I' ., .. . . . . . 
, . . . . ‘'. . . . . “ . ‘ 
-S/3 (n-m) 
a n d
 V = e (48d) 
We expand the generating functions and the coefficients to second order 
• - .. 
in s. Let 
ym(s) = ym(0) + Gm s + Mm s2 + ... (49a) 
Zm ( S) = zm ( 0 ) + H m s + N m s2 + … . ( 4 9 b ) 
and
 w = 3 _ s + 2 ^ ) + s 2 ( ^ + -1-^ ) . . . , (50a) 
rm = 1 s + -J- s2^(n-m) + ... , (50b) 
Um = 1 S ^ 2
( n
"
m ) + s
^2(n""m) + ••• (50c) 





 6)+ s2( + + (n-m)) + ... (50d) 
Substituting Eqs. (49) and (50) into Eq. (47) and inde.ntifying coefficients 
of the same order in s, we obtain for the zeroth order 
ym(0) U ) + zm_l(0l , (51a) 
zm ( 0 ) = y m - l ( 0 ) + 3 V l ( 0 ) • ( 5 1 b ) 
For the first order 
Gm = 3 G + H 1 - 0 + 2 B)ym ‘ (0) - B(n-m) z . (0), 
m m-1 m-1 l 3 m-1 5 m-1 
(52a) 
H = Gm ^ + 3 H ' - 8 (n-m)ym 1 (0). -^  O .(n-m)+ 2B)zm .(0). 
m m-1 m-1 2 m-1 4 6 m-1 
(52b) 
1: ,. 
For the second order I .;.,’. . 
I I.-, 
1 5 8 
JL .. 
I , 
\W' . . . . .. . . .:1 . . . . ‘ • 
I . . . . . . . 
' .• ‘ , 
I :: :. . • • 
Mm = 3 Mm-1 + “ ( 2 ) G ^ - ^(n-m) ^ 
+ O 3 + 4-/3i)ym-i(0) + z^CO), (53a) 
Nm = Mm-1 + 3 V l - - (^ 4 ( n- m ) + 2 ) V l 
+ -4-^?(n~m)ym J 0 ) + + (0) • (53b) 
^ *n—1 o 2 4 m—1. 
The initial conditions are y (s) = 1 and z (s) = 0 and thus G = H = M 
0
 o o o o 
= = 0. Define S = G + H , we find 0 m m m 
Sm = 4 V i - ( +
 2( 0) 
o (n-m)+ 8 (n-m)+ 2|3 ) z „ (0) . (54) 
4 5 6 m-1 
• 
We also define T = M + N , we obtain 
m m m 
Tm = 4 V l ( + ^ 2 ( n- m ) + 2 Gm-1 - ( ^(n-m)+ 2^) H]n_1 
+ (+<(n-m) + K ( n _ m ) + ^2 ) y (0) 2 1 2 2 3 m-1 
+ (-3 2(n-m) + -/32(n-m) + /32 ) z (0) : (55) 
2 4 2 5 6 m-1 
The general solutions for y (0) and z (0) are 
m m 
y (0) = 4m + 2m ) , (56a) 
m
 2 
I z (0) = — ( 4m - 2m ) • (56b) 
m 2 
The general solution of S is 
m 
j: .‘ ._ • . 
S = Im ( s m + s ) I 4m . (57) 
m
 I 1 2 J 
I ..: 
*| * • ; . ‘ 






t : . /





'1 . - ... . 
f .. - ' . . • ‘ 
51 = - + l0S , . (58a) 
52 = — + - + 0 ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ 2 ^ ) , (58b) 
and the general solution of T to be of the form 
m 
I . . 
T
m = ( \ m4+ m3+ t3 m2+ t4 m )4m . (59) 
where the coefficients are 
‘ 
\ = - " T Si l o g Ao » (60a) 
t = 2ti -^ -s,, (8 +S+2{3 +/3 +2|3 ) 
2 1 24 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I "I"(s2~2si)l0g A0 + ~ r ’ (60b) 
-"T- ( sr S2 ) l 0 g Ao + W 5 ) l o g A0 (60c) 
'w 
1 
t = t -t +t (s -s ) O +(3 +2/3 +/3 +/3 +2/3 ) 
4 1 2 3 - 8 1 2 ' 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 ' 5 ' 6 
+ ^ 213^ 2^) . (60d) 
16 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Similarly the mean and the variance of the power distribution is given by 
the first two moments of the expansion of the moment generating function 
i f (s) = y (s) + z (s) 
n Jn n 
f 1 2 2 1 f (s) = f (0) 1- <^>s + <|3 >s + ... ’ (35) 
n n z 
v j 
HI 
where </3 > is the mth moment of P q(/3) 
I . ‘ . 
iSy . ' . “ ‘ ‘ ’ 
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<|3m> = . (61) 
R P 
We identify the mean and variance of P (/3) 1
 o 
<IB> = S /4n « - (s n2+ s n) , (62) 
n l 2 
and (r2= </32> <|3>2 = (2 T S )/4n . (63) 
n n 
It can be easily find that both the mean and the variance of the power 
distribution vary identical to that of the current distribution. That is, 
2 3 
the mean varies with n as — n , and the variance varies as n . We have 
also checked the Gaussian approximation with numerical simulation in 
- 6 
Fig. 6 and Fig.7 for n=8, h =10 where the analytic calculation gives the S =^ 
_ „ o n 
-10.456 , T = 65.975 , and o-2= 22.623. 
n 
In addition, we have performed similar calculations in other percolation 
models like its dual lattice, the diamond model [11] and the de 
Arcangelis-Redner-Coniglio lattice [12]. The same exp [-(log L) j 
behavior is found. We believe that this anomalous behavior is quite 
general for two-component models. 
In conclusion, we present an analytic solution of the current 
distribution in a percolation lattice which consists of two types of 
conductance, parametrized by the ratio h of poor to good conductance. 
Due to the iterative nature of the model, we are able to find exact 





such that hL « 1’ where L is the size of the lattice and <f> the crossover 
flp .. 
exponent, the current distribution is well approximated by a Gaussian 
with the mean varying with size as (log L)2 while the variance as (log 
3 ( y 
L) • We find that D(a)da « exp -A[a-B(log L)2]/(log L)3 , where D(a)da 
> 
. 
is the number of currents with a < -log ^ < a + da is the current in 
bond i and A, B are constants. In the opposite limit hL » 1, the 
P distribution reduces to the trivial form of a one-component percolating 
F 
. 
lattice. As a result, both the most probable current and the minimum 
1' . 
2 
current scale with L as exp [-constant (log L) ]. We examine the local 
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Figure Captions 
'; .• . 
Figure 1. 
The renormalization process of the two-component deterministic 
percolation lattice: (a) good conductor — good conductor, (b) poor 
. :. . 
conductor poor conductor, (c) the four currents in a typical 
element. 
1¾ • . . - . _ 
Figure 2. 
I in 1 n (^o ) 
Log-log plot of the normalized minimum current as a function of 
I I • (1) 
m m 
(b —2 —4 —f\ —Q 
h for h =1, 10 , 10 with n from 1 to 20 and for h = 10 , 10 , 
o . o o 
- 1 0 




Imin(ho) ( 2 1 (b 
exp —(lnh ) /21nA plotted against h L . Same data is used as 
I w " 1 oJ ° 




Current distribution in the deterministic percolation lattice compared to 
g 6 




The cumulative histogram for the current distribution in the 
deterministic percolation lattice lattice and its Gaussian approximation 
« 
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. : 
: ®p .. 
• . . . — 
1 P o w e r distribution in the deterministic percolation lattice compared to 
the Gaussian approximation. The size L = 28 and h = 10_6. 
, . . ‘ . 
Figure 7. 
I 
The cumulative histogram for the power distribution in the 
deterministic percolation lattice lattice and its Gaussian approximation 
(same data as in Figure 6). 
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2.5 Multifractality in Wide Distribution Fractal Models 
2.5.1 Fractal Networks with a Wide Distribution 
of Conductivities 
2.5.2 Power Dissipation in an Exactly Solvable 
Wide Distribution Model 
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Fractal networks with a wide distribution of conductivities 
Pak-Yee Tong and Kin-Wah Yu 
Department of Physics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, New 
Territories, Hong Kong 
Abstract 
We. "have studied the current distribution in a Sierpinski honeycomb 
network with an exponentially wide distribution of bond conductances. We 
extended the generalized multifractal spectrum in the two-dimensional 
square lattice of Roux et al we want to see how the spectrum is modified 
when the underlying lattice is not translational invariant but fractal. 
We regard the problem as a crossover behavior between the competing 
effects of the size of the network and the width of the distribution of 
conductance. We also discuss the possible crossover behaviors from 
fractal to Euclidean by considering the whole family of Sierpinski 
honeycomb parametrized by b (2 < b < ’ 
Keywords: Random Resistor Network, Multifractal Scaling, 
Renormalization Group Method 
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Introduction 
Over the past few decades, random resistor networks (RRN) have been 
widely used as a model to study various physical phenomena in disordered 
media [1]. A particular problem consists of computing the effective 
conductivity of a network containing bonds whose conductances are chosen 
independently from a specified distribution. When the distribution of 
conductances is narrow (i.e. in the weak disorder limit), one can treat 
the random network as a homogeneous effective medium [1]. On the other 
hand, when the distribution of conductances is wide [2], however, the 
concept of homogeneity loses its relevance and it is beleived that scale 
invariance makes the strong disorder limit amenable to analysis [3]. 
Ambegaokar et al [2] considered an exponentially wide distribution and 
established a relation between the effective conductivity of. the network 
and the onset of conductance, i.e., the percolation threshold. 
It: has been known that the current distribution scales in a mu.ltifra.ctal 
[4] way in a RRN at the percolation threshold [5] . It is now recognized 
Chat electrical properties of RRNs should be characterized by an infinite 
set of exponents [6, 7] . Recently, Roux et al [8] demonstrated how the 
multifractal current distribution is modified by the wide distribution. 
In this paper, we consider the problem of current distribution in the 
Sierpinski honeycomb (SH)- network with an exponentially wide distribution 
of conductances. The object of the present investigation is three-fold. 
Firstly, we have recently computed the current distribution of the SH; 
the multifractal spectrum arid the infinite hierarchy of critical 
exponents were obtained [9] . Here we want to examine the effect of the 
wide distribution on the multifractal spectrum. Secondly, the problem 
was considered by Roux et al [8] in the two-dimensional square lattice in 
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that the current distribution as well as the power dissipation were 
considered. We want to see if their results would be modified if the 
underlying lattice is not translational invariant but fractal. We shall 
regard the problem as a crossover behavior between the competing effects 
of the size of the network and the width of disorder. Lastly, we shall 
present some discussions in the possible crossover behavior from fractal 
to Euclidean by considering the whole family of Sierpinski honeycomb, as 
those originally proposed by Hilfer and Blumen [10] . 
Exact Renormalization Scheme 
The Sierpinski honeycomb (SH) is a variant fractal of the Sierpinski 
gasket, being originally introduced as a model of the percolation 
backbone of a random resistor network [11]. Starting from an elementary 
unit in the shape of a tripod, we put together three units to form a 
larger unit at the first generation (see Fig. 1), which is then served as 
a building block of the second generation. The construction is repeated 
. k 
ad infiniCum. In this way, the kth generation has a lateral size L =» 2 
k+1 
and the number of bonds is 3 . The conductance of each bond of the 
honeycomb is chosen independently from an exponentially wide distribution 
[2 ] 
g = eX , (1) 
where x is a random variable uniformly distributed in the interval [0, W] 
and we take W as the width of disorder. It is in general very difficult 
to obtain the end-to-end conductance and the current in each bond by 
solving the Kirchhoff's circuit equations directly, however, due to the 
iterative nature of the construction, one can use renormalization group 
(RG) method to obtain the complete set of currents at any arbitrary 
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generations . 
First we generate a Sierpinski honeycomb at the kth generation and then 
assign conductance values to the bonds according to Eq. (1) for aTgiveri 
width of disorder. For convenience of calculations, we label the 
vertices of the gasket by 1, 2 and 3.. The Y-V transformation [12] is 
used to obtain the renormalized conductance of the (k-l)st generation. 
As shown in Fig. 1, we obtain the conductance g^ with i = 1, 2, 3 (or the 
resistance R^ = 1/g-) at the lower generation in terms of the conductance 
g with i, j =- 1, 2, 3 (or the resistance R. • - 1/g. .) at the higher 
generation. We find 
(R31 + R u ) (R u + R21) 
R1 = R11 + , ( 2) 
—
R 3 1 + R12 + R23 + R13 + R21 + R32 
and its cyclic permutations. The procedure is repeated until the entire 
network is covered. As a final result we get a- single tripod, built of 
three bonds its conductance is equivalent to that of the original 
Sierpinski honeycomb. Note that the RG reverses the contraction of the 
SH and the basic unit is recovered. We then assign the currents to the 
three vertices, i- =» 1, i0 = = -0.5 and compute the currents i .. at 
the higher generation (see Fig. 1). By our notation, the currents always 
flow towards the same node so that the sum of currents vanishes [ 9 ] . If 
we go to the next higher generation, the currents become with i, j 
1, 2, 3. One can readily find the following transformation for currents: 
i. . =- i., 
LI . I 
H j ' i f 1 ^ J , 
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. (R2 - R22^2 - -
i23 - , (3) 
R23 + R32 
and its cyclic permutations. We show using Eq. (2) that the • above 
transformation satisfies the condition that the sum of currents for any 
given node vanishes, i.e. Y i. . - 0.. 
J J 
Statistical Correlations between Currents and Conductances 
With the RG transformation, we are able to obtain the complete set of 
currents. We record the data as a (g, i) ordered pairs. In order to 
check the statistical correlations between the current and the 
conductance, we plot in Fig. 2(a) In i against In g, obtained from a 
sample of k =» 5 and W — 6. One can see that over 8 decades for i and 6 
decades for g, the current and the conductance are statistical 
independent. This behavior is in contrast to what was observed in Ref. 
[8] for the two-dimensional square lattice, in that the local conductance 
g and the current i were found to be strongly correlated by numerical 
simulations
 B We are currently investigating the possible crossover 
behaviors from fractal to Euclidean lattice. We therefore conclude that 
the joint distribution of (g, i) is in fact separable, i.e. N(i, g)= 
p(i)p(x) , where p(i) and p(x) are the distributions of the current and 
the conductance respectively. 
Similarly Fig. 2(b) shows a log-log plot of the local power dissipation p 
. = i /g against the conductance g in a log-log plot, again one finds 
statistical independence over several decades. However, it is evident 
from the figure that a systematic decrease of the power dissipation 
occurs as the conductance increases • 
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A A 
We next plot fj, = In p(i) against -a = In i in Fig. 3 for the 9th 
generation at W 12. The distribution consists of a quasicontinuous 
region as well as spikes at high and low values of the current. This 
kind of behavior has been seen in the previous work [9] . However, when 
A 




and minCa^) remains zero. We thus conclude that a^/W - - (In i)/W serves 
as a suitable scaling variable. We find 
f. » In p(i)/ln L 
is a unique function of (4) 
a. = -(In i)/W . 
L 
A 2 A 
Similarly, we plot f^ = In p(i /g) against -a^ — In p in Fig. 3 for the 
9th generation at W = 12. We observe similar behavior for the power 
A A 
dissipation with a spread of a^ of about two times as that of for the 
current spectrum. We should remark that here we are interested in how 
the width of disorder affects the scaling. The length effect is 
presumably taken into account by the multifractal scaling [13]. 
Moment Scaling 
Let us compute the moments of the current distribution taking into 
account the statistical independence of the current and the conductance 
as well as Eq. (4) for the ^ ( behavior. Let us raise the absolute 
value of the current i of the bond a to the power n, sum it over for all 
. ~ Q j 
bonds in a given network and average the sum over different lattices with 
the same size L =» 2 and with the same width of disorder W : 
p 
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K.Cn, L, W) | i j n ) . (5) 
x
 a ' ' 
In order to obtain an estimate of the moment scaling, we turn the 
discrete sum into an integral over In i, 
J i n p(i)d (In i) p(x) dx 
=/. exp( n In i + fj,ln L) d (In i) . (6) 
We estimate the integral by the method of steepest descent. Let the 
integrand be exp F(z) with F(z) = nz + f. (a.) In L, where z = In i and a. 
i i 1 
=r - z/W. The maximum value of F(z) occurs at dF(z)/dz = 0. 
df.. * 
—r^- (a.) = nW/ln L . (7) 
. i 
Such a value of a^ = a^ gives a dominant contribution to the integral. 
Putting the solution into the integrand of Eq. (7), one finds 
•k -k 
f.(a.) „ -na. 
M1(n, L, W)- ~ L 1 1 (eW) 1 . (8) 
d fi * 
For n < 0 and W-— we have from Eq. (7) that — ~~ (a.) -> -«. and a = 
ao l i l 
a • Physically it means that the minimum current gives the dominant 
max J 
contribution to the negative moment M^n, L, W) at large width. We 
obtain 
TT |n|a W 1 1 max
 /Q\ Mi(n<0, L, ~ (e ) . (9) 
When n - 0, we find Mj[ ~ constant and when n > 0 arid W we have from 
df. . 
Eq. (7) that -^=- (cc±) « and thus 0, we also find M^ . - constant. 
^
 i 1
 w y. 
In Fig. 4 we plot the exponent [such that M i - (e ) ] as a function 
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of II arid the agreement at both negative and positive n is evident. From 
the data, we find a 0.74. 
max 
Similarly, we compute the moments of the local power dissipation i2/g 
and consider the following : 
Mp ( n' L, = Z
 L, W . ( 1 0) 
a ' ' 
Again we sum over all bonds and average over samples of the same size and 
of the same width.. In a similar fashion., we find 
• . f.(a.) -2na. 
Mp(n, L, W) ~ L 1 1 (eW) 1 (1 - e'nW)/nW , (11) 
*
 dfi * 
where a: is the solution of (a.) = 2riW/ln L [Please note the 
i 
difference between this expression and Eq. (7)] . We find similar 
limiting behaviors 
|n|(2a + 1) 
M (n<0, L, W ~ (e ) m X . (12) 
P 
Again for n > 0, M ~ constant. But if- for n, W not being sufficiently 
P 
" ” * 
large so that a. remains finite, then from Eq. (11) 
2no . 
M (n>0, L, W) — (eW) X , (13) 
P 
In Fig. 4, we also plot the exponent y against n and the agreement with 
the behaviors at both negative and positive values of n is evident. From 
the data, we find a « 0.61. The discrepancy may be due to the 
' max 
convergence of the fi(ai) spectrum towards its asymptotic form is very 
slow. In addition, dominant contributions to ^ ( n) and Mp(n) occur at 
different values of a. of the current spectrum although we are 
_ 
considering the moments at the same n. 
Crossover Behaviors 
Here we treat the problem as a crossover behavior between the competing 
effects of the size L and. the width W. We propose a homogeneous form for 
the moments 
• -x 
M (n, L, W') = A n M (n, L/ W' n) , (14) 
P P 
where is a positive parameter, <f>^  is a crossover exponent and W =• e^. 
Let us take = L so that 
-x <f> 
Mp(n, L, W ) L n Hn(W'L n) , (15) 
where H is a scaling function dependent on n. For W 0, M (n, L, W—0) 
-x n y P 
~ L n while for W' « , M (n, L, W') ~ W , we immediately obtain the 
crossover exponent 
<P = x /y . (16) 
x <f>n 
If we plot Y ^ L n M(n, L, W,) against X = W'L for a given n, the data 
should fall on a universal curve. We have checked this using our data 
and excellent data collaspe is obtained. In addition, numerical work 
shows that is: nearly constant for n < 0 while it tends to infinity 
when ii gets close to zero and becomes positive. 
Iri fact, our RG method is also applicable to the family of honeycomb 
which are the generalization of the Sierpinski honeycomb as proposed by 
Hilfer and Blumen [10]. Each member of the fractal family can be 
characterized by a length parameter b, where b is an integer that runs 
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from 2 to infinity. We call each member a bSH so that the b=2 version or 
the 2SH is the Sierpinski honeycomb that we have examined and b=« is a 
wedge of the honeycomb lattice. The method of generating a bSH is as 
follows: the first generation of a bSH fractal is a honeycomb wedge of 
side length b filled with b layers of elementary tripods (zeroth 
generation) . One obtains the (k+1) th, generation by multiplying the kth 
generation by a factor b in length and then replacing all upward pointing 
tripods with the kth generation. The process is iterated ad infinitum to 
obtain the bSH. The fractal dimension df depends on b as 
df = In [b(b+l)/2]/ln b , (17) 
and crosses over to a value of 2 for a honeycomb wedge with an 
asymptotic form 
df = 2 - In 2/ln b . (18) 
Although the evaluation of conductance becomes complicated as b 
increases, we find that through simple V-Y transformation a bSH can 
always be reduced to a 2SH. 
Consider a bSH in its first generation. The perimeter bonds of the 
honeycomb are connected in series, while the downward pointing tripods in 
the interior are transformed into downward pointing triangles. The 
resulting upward pointing triangles are then transformed into upward 
point tripods using the V-Y transformation. In this way, a (b-l)SH 
in its first generation is therefore obtained. The procedure is 
repeated; the honeycomb is reduced to the next lower order and eventually 
to the 2SH which can then be transformed into an elementary unit of the 
• zeroth generation. The renormalization method is therefore applicable to 
any bSH through this lowering transformation. 
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W e d i d
 some numerical work to deal with the transformation. We find that 
as b increases, the fractal dimension increases [in accord with eq.(17)] 
while the conductivity exponent decreases. It is interesting to find 
that the bSH crosses over to possess translational invariance as b goes 
to infinity. In this limit, the bSH is fond to possess simple 
self-similarity (in contrast to mult if ractality) with Euclidean dimension 
d=»2. The f (ct.) spectrum shrinks to a single point with a. = f. =« 2 in 
1' l 
two dimensions. Details of the comparison of the results with Roux et al 
will be presented elsewhere [14]. 
In conclusion, we follow our previous work [9] to study the current 
distribution in a Sierpinski honeycomb network with an exponentially wide 
distribution of bond conductances. We extended the generalized 
multifractal spectrum in the tiro-dimensional square lattice of Roux et al 
[8] ; we want to see how the spectrum is modified when the underlying 
lattice is not translational invariant but fractal. We regard the 
problem as a crossover behavior between the competing effects of the size 
and the width of the distribution of conductance. We also discuss the 
possible crossover behaviors from fractal to Euclidean by considering the 
whole family of Sierpinski honeycomb parametrized by b (2 ^  b < ®). 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1 The construction of the Sierpinski honeycomb from the basic 
unit in the shape of a tripod to the first generation: The 
renormalization group transformations for the conductance and 
for the current are also shown. 
Fig. 2 (a) Log-log plot of the current arid the conductance for the 5th 
generation and for a width of 6. 
(b) Same as (a), log-log plot of the local power dissipation 
and the conductance. 
Fig. 3 The f(o ) spectra for the current and for the local power 
dissipation for the 9th generation and a width of 12. 
Fig. 4 The exponents y. and y • (see text) plotted as a function of the 
moment order n, for the 5th generation. The multifractal 
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Power dissipation in an exactly solvable wide distribution model 
Pak-Yee Tong and Kin-Wah Yu 
Department of Physics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, New 
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Abstract 
A novel method based on rescaled histograms is proposed to analyze the 
current distribution and local power dissipation in a random resistor 
network with a wide distribution of conductance. We demonstrate the 
method by studying an exactly solvable- model in the diamond lattice and 
obtain from the exact recursion relations that the distribution of 
conductance, of current and of local power dissipation are dependent in 
contrast to previous claims of statistical independence. We examine the 
moment scaling in the light of the method of rescaled histograms. 
Keywords: Random Resistor Network, Multifractal Scaling, 
Renormalization Group Method 
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1. Introduction 
Recently random resistor networks (RUN) with a wide distribution of 
conductance [1-3] have attracted great interest. In particular, much 
attention has been paid to the problem of how the multifractal current 
spectrum [4-7] of RRN is modified by the wide distribution. It has been 
shown that the current distribution can be described by a generalized 
multifractal spectrum which deals with both size and disorder effects on 
an equal footing [8,9] . A necessary ingredient in the analysis is the 
statistical independence of the distribution of current and conductance. 
In this paper, we study the current distribution in an exactly solvable 
model with a wide distribution of conductance. The purpose of the 
present investigation is three-fold. Firstly, we shall propose a novel 
method based on rescaled histograms to analyze the current distribution 
in a RRN with a wide distribution of conductance. Secondly, we shall 
show that the distribution of current and conductance are in fact 
dependent, in contrast to previous claims of statistical independence 
[8,9] . We show that the method of rescaled histograms gives a more 
reliable description of the multifractal current spectrum. Lastly, we 
examine the moment scaling of current and local power dissipation in the 
light of the method of rescaled histograms. 
2. The hierarchical model 
The model itself is a diamond lattice [10] with a tunable parameter x 
which controls the width of the distribution of conductance. As shown in 
Fig. 1, the initiator is just a single bond of unit conductance. The 
first generation is obtained by replacing the single bond by a diamond of 
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four bonds with conductance x" , x, 1 and 1 respectively. Without loss 
of generality, we assume 0 < x < 1 so that the bond with conductance x is 
poor conducting, while x" good conducting. The second generation is 
obtained by replacing each bond of the first generation by its generator. 
More precisely, we replace the single bond of conductance g by a diamond 
of four bonds with conductance x'^g, xg, g and g respectively (see Fig. 
1) • A nice feature of the present model is that the total conductance of 
any arbitrary generation is always unity due to the identity that 
-1 
(x g © g) + (xg ® g) =• g, 
where g^ © g^ denotes the series combination of two conductance g^ and 
g^. The construction is repeated ad infinitum. In this way, the 
distribution of conductance is exponentially wide and satisfies he 
conditions of a wide distribution [1-3]. 
We first consider the distribution of conductance. For convenience, let 
us denote a — log g and call = - log x the width of distribution. 
The distribution of conductance of the nth generation is denoted by — 
Gn(a) . It is easy to show that Gn(cO satisfies the following recursion 
relation 
G (a) - G - (a - + G , (a + p-) + 2G (a) , n > 1 , (1) ii ii-1 1 n-1 ri 
with the initial condition G (a) = 5 . Define the generating function 
o a, o 
K (k) for the distribution of conductance G (a) as 
.k ( k pri 2 n 
g (k) - da e a G (a) - 4 cos ., 
J n' { 2 J 
which is simply the Fourier transform of Gn(a). By using numerical 
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f 
calculations, we perform the inverse Fourier transform of Eq.(2) to 
obtain . L e t us recall the main result of multifractal analysis 
[4-6, 11], where the distribution varies with system size L =- 2n. It is 
possible to account for the size dependence by the use of reduced 
variables. More precisely, f log G (a) is a unique function of a = 
g n n i g-
1 , S 
~
 loS §• 
In Fig. 2(a) we plot f — log G (a) against a loff z. One can 
g n ° n ° g n 0 0 
see that f is a single-hump function of a centering around a = 0, f = g g g g 
2- and vanishing at a - ± We find that the distribution of 
conductance of the nth generation has a half width W = np^ . 
3. Distribution of current and local power dissipation 
Let us impose a unit external current to the nth generation of the 
diamond lattice. The current in the four bonds of a diamond are given by 
R 1 (3a) 
R R ^ 1 , ( 3 B ) 
Let I (j3) denote the distribution of current In the nth generation where 
= log I. One can show the following recursion relation 
m • 
In( = 2 ^ cc±) + In^(j3 - a2) , n > 1 , (4) 
with the initial condition I (j3) » SQ . In Eq. (4) , a - log(l+x) and a 
o p, o 
=log(l+x) - log x. Since 0 < x < 1, we have > n t h e l i m i t o f 
large width, i.e. x 0, one finds o^ 0 while a^ p^. Similarly, the 
local power dissipation in the four bonds of a diamond are given by 
x 
P-, - Po o P , ( 5 a) 
(1 + x)Z 
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( 5 b ) 
2 
P4 2 P • (5c) 
(1 + x)Z 
Let Pn(7) denote the distribution of power dissipation where 7 log p. 
We obtain the following recursion relation 
Pn ( 7 ) " Pn-1(7 2al) + 2Pn-l(7"al-a2) + P n-1 ( 7 - 2 ) ’ 1 • 
with the initial condition P (7) - 8 • Again we define the generating 
0 , 0 0 
functions c^Ck) and p (k) respectively for the distribution of current 
In(jS) and for the distribution of local power dissipation P (7) as 
n ( ) "" J e 11( ) 4 |^cos ~ e ’ ( 7 ) 
-ik-v -ikn(a +a ) 
pn(k) - d7 e 1 K 7 Pn(7) - gn(k) e 1 (8) 
From the generating functions [Eqs. (2), (7) and (8) ] , it can be seen 
that the distributions of conductance, of current arid of power 
dissipation are related to one another, in contrast to previous claims of 
statistical independence [8,9]. The generating functions c (k) and p (k) 
« hi i V 
are simply the Fourier transform of the corresponding distributions. By 
using numerical calculations, we perform the inverse Fourier transform to 
obtain I ( and P (7). 
n ^ n 
Again, it is possible to account for the size dependence by the use of 
reduced variables. More precisely, f l o& ( is a unique function 
of ct ^ i log I and fp - i log Pn(<r) is a unique function of ap - - ~ 
log p. In Fig. 2(b) we plot f - log against a - =log I. 
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0 n e c a n s e e t h a t fx i s a Single-hump function of « centering around a -
(0^+0^)/2, fj - 2 and vanishing at - and «9 . The distribution of 
current also has a width of np. , In Fig. 2(c) we plot f « I ioe p (y) 
L
 p n & n ' 
against a p log p. Again, one can see that: fp is also a single-hump 
function of a^ centering around ap - a]+ f p " 2 a n d vanishing at a -
2 al a n d 2a2' The distribution of local power dissipation has therefore a 
half width W - rip^ . 
I 
4. The rescaled histograms 
In order to illustrate the dependence more closely, let us consider ths 
joint distribution of current and conductance 1^(/3 ’ a) where /3-- log 
and a - — log g. We find the following recursion relation 
Dn( a) “ D n _ 1 ( ^ 1 > a+Pl) + 
+ D n _ 1 ( ^ 1 , a) + D n _ x ( ^ 2 , a), n 1 , (9) 
with initial condition D (5, a) - 5n S . In the same way, we 
o ^ ^,0 a,o J 
consider the joint distribution of power dissipation and conductance 
N (7, a) where 7 » — log p and a - - log g; we obtain the following 
recursion relation 
Nn(7, - N n-1(^^1^2, a+/?l) + (7-^^-^21 a 1) 
+ N (7-2a- , a) + N - (7 , a) , n > 1 , (10 11-1 n-i l 
with initial condition N (/3, ct) - 5 8 . Let us for simplicity 
0 7,0 a, 0 
consider the generating function pf , a) 
* r f 
f (k, , I O - deda N (e+a-+a0, a) exp ~ik- (e+a^a^) ik a 
n 1 2 J n 1 z ( i i z ^ 
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nf >in 
= 2 cos kl/?1 + cos k2p . (11) 
J 
We have shifted the distribution of to the centre by
 7 = 
* 
£+(a1+a2) . Since f cannot be separated into a product of 
functions of and. , we conclude that the power dissipation p and the 
conductance g are not independent. 
One can easily show that i log Dn( oc) is a single-hump function of 
and a, confined to a parallelogram region bounded by four straight lines 
/3 = na^, 3 = na^, == a + na and ^ = a + na^. Moreover, i log N (7, a) 
is also a single-hump function of 7 and a, confined to a rhombic region 
bounded by four straight lines 7 ± a = Ina^ and 7 a = 2ria2. Based on 
this observation, we propose rescaled histograms for the joint 
distributions. Let us define intensive (reduced) variables 
log g 
=
 — "77— , (12a) 
log I 
'= — — , - (12b) 
np 
log p 
7' = - — — • (12c) 
P1 
Thus a = np^a' , ^  = ^P^' and 7 = . We also define the rescaled 
histograms for current and power dissipation 
log ,cc') 
, cc') ^ , (13a) 
• n 
log N'(7' 
h (7' , a') , d3b) 
P n 
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W h e r e D W a n d C ) are the joint distributions in terms of 
the reduced variables, that is, D ' a') = D a) and N'(7' = 
II n n , 
Nn(7, oO. We find that h is a unique function of fi' and a'—Similarly, 
we find that h is a unique function of 7' and a'. 
The above observation is clearly not an artefact of the exactly solvable 
model. To check this, let us consider a diamond lattice at the 6th 
generation; the conductance of each bond of the lattice is. given by g = 
y 
e where y is a random variable with a distribution of a half width Sp • 
c 
We compute the current and power dissipation of all 4 bonds. In Fig. 
3(a) , we plot the three-dimensional histogram for current and 
conductance. A nice single-hump shape is obtained. Moreover, we also 
compute the rescaled histogram [Eq.(13a)] in the limit of large width and 
rapid convergence is found. In Fig. 3(b) , we plot the three-dimensional 
histogram for power dissipation and conductance and similar conclusion is 
obtained. 
As a consequence of this observation, we propose a novel method to 
analyze the current distribution of a real RRN with a wide distribution 
of conductance. For a RRN of size L and a width W, we first examine the 
rescaled histograms: 
h =• log D'( ' , ct')/log L against ' « -(log I)/W and a' = -(log g)/W , 
(14a) 
hp = log N' (7' , a')/Log L against 7' (log p)/W and a' (log g)/W . 
(14b) 
Here log L plays the role of n while W the role of np^. At a fixed size 
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L a n d i n t h e l i m i t
 of large W, the rescaled histograms will converge to 
well-defined single-hump functions. We then study the moments of current 
and power dissipation from the rescaled histograms. Details will be 
presented in Che next section. 
5. Moment scaling 
We are now in a position to compute the moments for current and for power 
dissipation. Let us raise che current I. of the bond i to che power q, 
sum it over all bonds in a given realization of the RRN and average over 
different lattices of the same size and of the same width. 
v q n ) " ( p O ^ p , 
= f Iq D (/3, a) d da ’ (15a) j n 
and we do the similar thing for che power dissipation. 
M (q, n, p,) = ( I p.q ) 
= pq N (7, d7 da • (15b) 
We may estimate the integrals by che method of steepest descent. As an 
illustration of the general mechod, we compute the moments for che power 
dissipation (Eq. (15b) ] . The same can be done for the moments of current. 
Using Eqs. (12) and (13), we may write the integrand in terms of reduced 
( \ 
variables . Let the integrand be exp F(7', a') with F(7' , a')= 
r \ 
_n - h (7' , a') . The maximum value of F(7, , a') occurs at 
1 1 P J 
3F(y', a')/dy' = 0. That is 
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ah * 
"ay (7' ) - qpx , (16) 
which allows us to solve for j* - For q < 0, and p~ -> ®
 we 
3h • • 1 ' 
find (7' ) - -co from Eq. (16). For a > 0 one finds 7'* - 2 - a' 
• * 
while for a < 0 one finds 7' = 2 + a' . Substituting the results into 
the integral Eq.(15b), one finds 
2nPi ( 2|q|np |q|np 
M (q<0, n, p -^o) e e . (17) 
hi J 
Physically it means that the minimum power dissipation gives the dominant 
contribution to the negative moment M (q, n, p- ) at large width. On the 
P
 3h + 
other hand, when q > 0 arid p1 «J, we have from Eq, (16) that ( 7 ' ) = 
07 
, * * 
® . For a > 0 one finds 7' = a' while for a < 0, 7' = — a'. 
Substituting the results into the integral Eq. (15b), one finds 
2np- ( -qnp-
M (q>0, n, /? c^o) 1 e . (18) 
p
 q 1 J 
Physically it means that the maximum power dissipation gives the dominant 
contribution to the positive moment n, p^) at large width. Both 
2 
Eqs. (17) and (18) give the correct limit M = 2(np1 ) as q 0. 
P 
A few comments on the assumption of statistical independence are in 
order. As shown in Refs. 8 and 9, the assumption of no correlation in 
the current-conductance distribution results in a great simplification of 
analysis it also gives correct leading behaviors in the moment scaling 
although it fails to capture the correct limit as q -> 0. 
In conclusion, we have proposed a novel method based on rescaled 
histograms to analyze the current distribution and local power 
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dissipation in a random resistor network with a wide distribucion of 
conductance. We demonstrate the method by studying an exactly solvable 
model in the diamond lattice and obtain exact recursion relations for the 
distributions of current and of local power dissipation. We find that 
the distribution of conductance, of current and of local power 
dissipation are not independent in contrast to previous claims of 
statistical independence. We examine the moment scaling, in the light of 
the method of rescaled histograms. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. i The construction of the hierarchical model. We replace 
the single bond of conductance g by a diamond of four bonds 
with conductance g/x, xg, g and g respectively, where x is a 
parameter which controls the width. The zeroth, first and 
second generations are shown. 
Fig. 2 Solutions of the exactly solvable model. 
(a) Conductance distribution. 
(b) Current distribution. 
(c) Power distribution. 
Fig. 3 (a) Joint distribution of current and conductance for a 
diamond lattice at the 6th generation. The width parameter 
x = 0.01, 
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Here we first summarize the main results and main problems 
discussed in this article, and then give a brief outlook to further 
work. 
We have studied multifractality of current distribution in 
percolation models of Sierpinski Gasket and Sierpinski Honeycomb 
through cut-bond approach. We find these models exhibit tractable 
variants of the de Arcangelis hierarchical lattice to find the 
complete mapping between spectra for percolation. We have also used 
cut-bond approach to find the multifractality of conductance jumps 
in a hierarchical percolation model. An asymptotically analytic 
expression for the minimum conductance jump 
2 
Agmin~ e x p [ c (1 ] 
has been obtained and left-sided multifractality has been confirmed 
from finite size multifractal analysis. The two-component resistor 
network has also been investigated through studies on deterministic 
percolation model and its dual lattice, the diamond lattice. The 
crossover behavior of the minimum current is found to scale 
anomalously with h: 
I • « exp [-c (In h)2] H( hL^ ) . 
min 
The exponential prefactor is quite similar to but in a completely 
different context from the behavior of left-sided multifractality. 
On the other hand, we conclude that all multifractal moments of the 
current distribution scale with a single crossover exponent 
<f>={s+t)/v. Analytic solutions of the current distribution in the 
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percolation models have also been given in the region hL^ « 1. The 
distribution is found to be approximated by a Gaussian with the mean 
varying with size as (log L) and the variance as (log L)3. As a 
result, both the most probable current and the minimum current scale 
2 
with L as exp [ -constant (log L) ]. The current distribution in 
the two-component square network has also been investigated and a 
two-peak structure has been found. It validiates the results found 
in percolation models. We have also studied the current 
distribution in a Sierpinski honeycomb network with an exponentially 
wide distribution of bond conductances. The multifractal spectrum 
for square network has been generalized to the fractal lattice with 
wide distribution of conductances. On the other hand, a novel 
method based on rescaled histograms has been proposed to analyse the 
statistical dependence of current, power and conductance. The 
method has been demonstrated on a wide distributed exactly solvable 
diamond model. It is found that the previous claim of statistical 
independence between current-conductance is wrong. 
Some comments and outlook to further works are in order: 
(1). The current distribution of a network is sensitive to how the 
configuration is set up. Consider a filled homogeneous square 
network, the current distribution will be a single delta function if 
the external current is injected through two bus bars at the top and 
the bottom. On the other hand, if the external current is injected 
to the upper right corner and collected through the opposite corner, 
the current distribution is found to be multifractal. One should 
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check the sensitivity of the results upon details of the method such 
as the boundary conditions of the network. 
(2). As the probability p of a bond being filled increases from the 
percolation threshold, the infinite cluster becomes more compact and 
as p=l, the network becomes homogeneous. The crossover behavior 
from fractal to Euclidean may be discussed using a family of fractal 
models (e.g. the honeycomb family). The fractal dimension df 
depends on a parameter b is found to cross over asymptotically to a 
value of 2 for a honeycomb wedge. However it is not likely that the 
f (a) spectrum for the current will shrink to a single point but 
remains a multifractal. In fact, the honeycomb wedge is comparable 
to the two-dimensional square network with current injected and 
collected at the corners. 
(3). Until yet no one has given a theoretical understanding in the 
behavior of left-sided multifractality or the exponential prefactor 
..2 ...“ 
exp [-constant (InL) ]. The exponential prefactor exp [-constant 
2. 
(ln h) J for minimum current in the two-component network is also 
not understood. The homogenity relations for the positive moments 
of current were suggested from the MigdaX-Kadanoff bond-moving 
renormalization-group method [1] but the negative moments could not 
be addressed. There remains a number of theoretical and 
experimental questions such as how to derive the anomalous scaling, 
how will be the case with p^p , how does one generalize the result 
to systems with continuum corrections? 
(4). There exists discontinuity in the physical quantities at the 
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fixed point h=0 as it crosses over from h 0 to h=0 in two-component 
percolation model. The current distribution crosses over from a 
multifractal distribution to a delta function while the percolation 
backbone dimension also exhibits a jump. However, in the real 
two-component square network, there is no such kind of behavior. In 
view of this, it will be instructive to modify the two-component 
• model to overcome such deficiency so as to compare with the real 
percolation network. 
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